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Abstract 
Fibronectin (FN) is a large extracellular matrix (ECM) protein that is made up of 

type I (FNI), type II (FNII), & type III (FNIII) domains. It assembles into an insoluble 

supra-molecular structure: the fibrillar FN matrix. FN fibrillogenesis is a cell-mediated 

process, which is initiated when FN binds to integrins on the cell surface. The FN matrix 

plays an important role in cell migration, proliferation, signaling & adhesion. Despite 

decades of research, the FN matrix is one of the least understood supra-molecular 

protein assemblies. There have been several attempts to elucidate the exact mechanism 

of matrix assembly resulting in significant progress in the field but it is still unclear as to 

what are FN-FN interactions, the nature of these interactions and the domains of FN that 

are in contact with each other.  

FN matrix fibrils are elastic in nature. Two models have been proposed to 

explain the elasticity of the fibrils. The first model: the ‘domain unfolding’ model 

postulates that the unraveling of FNIII domains under tension explains fibril elasticity. 

The second model relies on the conformational change of FN from compact to extended 

to explain fibril elasticity. FN contain 15 FNIII domains, each a 7-strand beta sandwich. 

Earlier work from my lab used the technique of labeling a buried Cys to study the 

‘domain unfolding’ model. They used mutant FNs containing a buried Cys in a single 

FNIII domain and found that 6 of the 15 FNIII domains label in matrix fibrils. Domain 
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unfolding due to tension, matrix associated conformational changes or spontaneous 

folding and unfolding are all possible explanation for labeling of the buried Cys.  

The present study also uses the technique of labeling a buried Cys to address whether it 

is spontaneous folding and unfolding that labels FNIII domains in cell culture. I used 

thiol reactive DTNB to measure the kinetics of labeling of a buried Cys in ten FN III 

domains over a wide range of urea concentrations (0-9M). The kinetics data were 

globally fit using Mathematica. The results are equivalent to those of H-D exchange, and 

provide a comprehensive analysis of stability and unfolding/folding kinetics of each 

domain. For two of the six domains spontaneous folding and unfolding is possibly the 

reason for labeling in cell culture. For the other four domains it is probably matrix 

associated conformational changes or tension induced unfolding.   

A long-standing debate in the protein-folding field is whether unfolding rate 

constants or folding rate constants correlate to the stability of a protein. FNIII domains 

all have the same ß sandwich structure but very different stabilities and amino acid 

sequences. Here the kinetics of unfolding and folding and stabilities of ten FNIII 

domains were studied. The results show that folding rate constants for FNIII domains 

are relatively similar and the unfolding rates vary widely and correlate to stability.   

 FN forms a fibrillar matrix and the FN-FN interactions during matrix fibril 

formation are not known. FNI 1-9, or the N- terminal region, is indispensible for matrix 

formation and its major binding partner has been shown to be FNIII 2.  A previous study 
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using FRET analysis showed that the interaction of FNI 1-9 with a destabilized FNIII 2 

(missing the G strand, FNIII 2∆G) reduces the FRET efficiency. This efficiency is restored 

in the presence of FUD (bacterial adhesion from S. pyogenes) that has been known to 

interact with FNI 1-9 via a tandem ß zipper. In the present study, FRET analysis is used 

together with a series of deletion mutants of FNIII 2∆G to study the shortest fragment of 

FNIII 2∆G that is required to bind FNI 1-9. The results qualitatively show that FNIII 

2∆C’EFG is the shortest fragment required to bind FNI 1-9. Deletion of one more strand 

abolishes the interaction with FNI 1-9. 
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1. Fibronectin 
Fibronectin and its functions have been researched since the 1970s. This chapter 

aims to give a complete picture of fibronectin starting from its discovery to information 

about its evolution, structure up to its function known today.  

1.1 Introduction to Fibronectin 

1.1.1 History 

Fibronectin (FN) is a large glycoprotein discovered in early 1970s by several 

independent groups of scientists. FN was known by several other names mainly: large 

external transformation sensitive protein (LETS) (1), fibroblast surface antigen (2) and 

cold insoluble globulin (3) etc. In 1976, Vaheri et al. coined the name ‘Fibronectin’ (4). 

Initially, there was a major interest in studying the role of FN in the conversion of 

normal cells to transformed cells. This interest was due to the observation that FN is 

barely present or completely absent from the surfaces of transformed cells (1). After a 

burst of research in that direction and contradictory results, the perception of FN in the 

field changed from being a definitive cancer-causing agent to a cell adhesion, migration 

and extracellular matrix protein (5). 

FN is a large protein and deducing its primary amino acid structure in the 1980s 

was a significant feat. Petersen et al determined a partial primary amino acid sequence 

of bovine FN by protein sequencing (6). They showed that FN is made up of three types 

of internal homologies or domains: Type I (FNI), Type II (FNII) and Type III (FNIII).  In 
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1985, Kornblihtt et al (7) deduced the complete primary amino acid sequence of FN by 

sequencing the cDNA. It was the first protein to show such complexity and order in its 

structure. 

1.1.2 Structure 

FN is a modular protein whose molecular weight is ∼250,000 Da. It is made up of 

a string of small globular domains. The structure of FN is shown in Fig. 1. Three major 

types of domains make up the FN monomer: FNI (blue), FNII (green) & FNIII  (red) (6). 

These domains differ in size, structure and presence of disulfide bonds. The numbers in 

the domain indicate the domain number of a particular type of domain. The three 

regions of alternate splicing are indicated by: ‘A’, ‘B’ and ‘V’ labels. They stand for EIIIA, 

EIIIB and V respectively. EIIIA and EIIIB are FNIII domains whereas V is the connecting 

segment between FNIII domains. The three types of globular domains are connected 

together to give FN a ‘beads on strings’ appearance.  
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Figure 1: Structure of FN. The three types of domains are indicated: FNI (blue), 
FNII (green) and FNIII (red). The green box shows the disulfide bond that links two 

monomers. 

1.1.3 Dimerization of FN 

Dimerization of FN occurs via two disulphide bonds at the C terminus of a FN 

subunit (6). These two Cys are present in the last fifty C terminal amino acids and they 

form anti-parallel disulphide linkages between the two C terminal Cys of the other FN 

subunit (8). Dimerization is important for matrix assembly, since FN monomers are not 

incorporated into matrix (9, 10). 

1.1.4 Extended and compact conformations of FN 

FN has two conformations: extended and compact. Using zone sedimentation 

and electron microscopy, Erickson et al. showed that FN exists as an extended molecule 

in high salt (Fig. 2a) whereas it exists as a compact molecule in low salt (Fig. 2b) (11). 

They speculated that a salt bridge caused the change in conformation. Johnson et al. 

confirmed that intramolecular electrostatic interactions between FNIII domains caused 
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the conformational change from extended to compact (12). They also suggested that the 

change in conformation plays a role in exposing the cryptic sites of pFN thus activating 

it from its compact biologically inactive form in the blood. 

 

Figure 2: (a) Extended and (b) compact conformations of FN (11). 

1.1.5 Alternative splicing and FN isoforms 

Human FN has at least twenty isoforms, formed by alternative splicing of the 

mRNA from the one FN gene (13).  The three segments that are alternatively spliced are 

the FNIII domains EIIIA and EIIIB, which are either inserted or left out, and the V 

region, which is not an FNIII domain, and which has variable internal splicing (14). EIIIB 

knockout mice have no obvious phenotype whereas EIIIA knockout mice had a reduced 

lifespan along with defects in wound healing. EIIIA and EIIIB null mice were embryonic 

lethal (15). 
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1.1.6 Plasma FN and Cellular FN 

Plasma (pFN) and cellular (cFN) FN are two types of FN that differ in 

composition, location in the body and solubility. pFN was purified from the blood 

where it is found at high concentrations: 300-400 µg/ml (16). It is produced by 

hepatocytes in the liver (17). On the other hand, cFN is found mainly in tissue 

extracellular matrix and is produced by a variety of cells: fibroblasts, synovial cells, 

myocytes etc. (18). pFN has one FN subunit that lacks the V domain and the other 

subunit has the V domain. EIIIA and EIIIB domains are absent in pFN. On the other 

hand, cFN rarely has any subunit lacking the V region but it can contain one, none or 

both of the EIIIA and EIIIB domains (18). Both pFN and cFN play a role in wound 

healing and tissue repair (19).  

1.1.7 Evolution 

FN is found in vertebrates. The phylum Chordata is divided into three sub 

groups: tunicates, lancelets and vertebrates. A recent study found a single predicted FN 

protein in the genomic sequence of a primitive vertebrate: jawless fish lamprey (20). The 

lamprey FN has all of the domains identified in higher vertebrate FN (Fig. 1), and the 

cognate domains map exactly those in chicken and higher vertebrates. No FN-like 

protein is found in lancelets while an “FN-like protein” has been found in tunicates. This 

FN-like protein has FN-III domains, but these can’t be mapped onto structure of 

canonical FN in Fig. 1. Unlike true FN, this protein has immunoglobulin domains. Thus, 
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Adams et al predicted that the complete molecular structure of FN appeared suddenly 

in vertebrates (20), and the ordering of the domains has been conserved in all 

vertebrates.  

1.1.8 Glycosylation 

FN undergoes a number of different posttranslational modifications namely 

glycosylation, phosphorylation and sulfation (21). FN contains about 4-9 % 

carbohydrates (22). These carbohydrates are mainly linked to Asp though some are 

linked to threonine and serine. The glycosylation occurs in the collagen binding domains 

and in FNIII domains. One of the biological applications of glycosylation is to stabilize 

FN against proteolysis (23).  

1.1.9 Function 

FN plays a number of roles in vivo. For example embryonic development, 

wound healing and tissue repair. Its importance varies in embryos and adults. FN is 

critical for embryonic development due to its ability to facilitate cell adhesion and 

influence cell migration (14). FN possesses multiple cell-binding motifs, like the ‘RGD’ 

sequence, found in the tenth FNIII domain (24) (25), that help the cell to adhere to the 

cell surface via integrin binding. FN null mice are embryonic lethal and have severe 

mesodermal defects following gastrulation (26).  

However in adults, FN may not play a critical role.  Owing to the high 

concentration of pFN in the blood it was thought to be indispensible for wound healing. 
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Contrary to expectations, pFN deficient adult mice have normal wound healing (27). 

Glomerulopathy with FN deposits (GFND), a rare hereditary autosomal disease has 

been recently linked to a mutation in the FN gene (28). 

1.2 Structural details of three types of FN domains 

1.2.1 FNI domains 

FN I domains are small domains with a molecular weight of 5000 Da. They are 

made up of two anti-parallel beta sheets: one sheet is made up of two strands while the 

other is made up of three strands. They enclose a small hydrophobic surface and have 

two disulphide bonds. One disulphide bond is between two beta strands and one in 

between the two beta sheets (29). There are twelve FNI domains in FN and they exist on 

both ends of the molecule (Fig. 1).  These domains are found mainly in FN and my well 

conserved in vertebrates (20). Bacterial adhesins, heparin, collagen and fibrin bind to 

Type I domains (18). The N terminal FNI domains play a critical role in matrix assembly 

and deletion of these domains totally eliminates matrix formation (9). 

1.2.2 FNII domains 

FN II domains are also small globular domains that have a molecular weight of 

6500 Da. These domains are made up of two double-stranded anti-parallel beta sheets, 

which are perpendicular to each other. They also have two disulphide bonds close to 

each other (30). There are two tandem FNII domains present in the N terminus after FNI 

6 (Fig. 1). These domains are present in diverse vertebrate proteins and are well 
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conserved in FN from different species (20). These domains form a part of the collagen-

binding domain of FN. 

1.2.3 FNIII domains 

FN III domains are largest among the domains constituting FN and have a 

molecular weight of ~10,000 Da. The structure of FNIII domains is a seven-stranded beta 

sandwich with three anti-parallel beta strands on one side & four on the other. They 

enclose a compact hydrophobic core & don’t have disulphide bonds (31). There are 15-17 

FNIII domains in FN, present in the center of the molecule (Fig. 1). All the FNIII 

domains have the same fold but have a low sequence similarity. The FNIII domain motif 

is one of the most common protein folding motifs (after Ig and EGF domains) and is 

present in at least 2% of all animal proteins (32). They are almost exclusively found in 

animal proteins where they are a part of both intracellular and extracellular proteins. 

FNIII domains bind heparin and integrins and are a part of (still unknown) FN-FN 

interactions during matrix assembly. The ability of FNIII domains to bind different 

proteins has been exploited to generate scaffolds for antibody mimics (33). One such 

FNIII domain engineered scaffold, CT-322, which binds VEGFR-2, has completed Phase 

I clinical trials in treating solid tumors and is moving on to Phase II trials (34).  FNIII 

domains, the main subject of this thesis, will be discussed in detail next. 
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1.2.3.1 Individual FNIII domains have the s-type immunoglobulin fold 

FNIII domains belong to the immunoglobulin superfamily (IgSF) and have the s-

type immunoglobulin fold. IgSF has four types of folds: s-type, c-type, h-type and v-

type. All four types of folds have 7-9 anti-parallel beta strands and differ in their 

organization of these strands in two beta sheets. The ribbon diagram of FNIII 10 (35) 

showing the s-type immunoglobulin fold is shown in Fig. 3. In the s-type fold, there are 

seven anti-parallel beta strands organized into two beta sheets. One sheet is made up of 

three strands: A, B and E while the other is made up four strands: C, C’, F and G. The 

strands are connected with loops of varying lengths. The two beta sheets enclose a 

hydrophobic core and form a beta sandwich structure (36). FNIII domains differ from 

other members of the IgSF by having no disulphide bonds to stabilize the structure. All 

FNIII domains have the same fold and vary at the flexible loop regions. Individual FNIII 

domain have the dimensions ~40 by 17 by 28 Å (37).  

 

Figure 3: Ribbon diagram of FNIII 10 showing the s-type immunoglobulin 
fold (35). }. The yellow strands represent the three-stranded beta sheet while the blue 
strands represent the four- stranded beta sheet. The N and C terminals are indicated. 

RGD sequence (red) binds integrins on the cell surface. 
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1.2.3.2 Structure in context with the flanking domains 

FNIII domains are present in tandem in the FN molecule. When depicted in 

models (Fig. 1) they have a ‘beads on string’ appearance, although in space-filling x-ray 

models the interfaces between domains are close-packed, making the structure a rigid 

rod (35) (38). FNIII 1-2 is separated by a flexible linker eighteen amino acids in length. 

Vakonakis et al solved the solution structure of FNIII 1-2 by NMR and showed that the 

A strand of FNIII 2 was unstructured (39). This increased the linker length between the 

two domains from eighteen amino acids to thirty-four amino acids (39). On the hand, 

there are no linkers between FNIII 7-10 and 12-14 and the connecting amino acids are 

buried in the interface between these domains (35) (38). The long flexible linker between 

FNIII 1-2 might mediate a bend to achieve the compact conformation of FN. 

The typical interaction interface between these domains is 500 – 700 Å2. The 

interface between FNIII 9-10 and the FNIII 12-13 is lower: 330 Å2  (35) and 450 Å2 

respectively (38). The lower interface between FNIII 9-10 may give some bending 

flexibility to facilitate integrin binding simultaneously to the RGD in FNIII 10 and the 

synergy region in FNIII 9. 

FNIII domains are arranged with respect to one another in a specific manner 

probably to facilitate their binding to their partners to support a specific function. There 

is no general rule of arrangement that applies to all FNIII domains in FN. FNIII 7-8 and 

FNIII 8-9 have a characteristic zigzag appearance whereas FNIII 9-10 are almost linear 
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with respect to each other due to a lower tilt angle (35). The lower interface between 

FNIII 12-13 also gives a characteristic bend to the FNIII 12 with respect to FNIII 13 (38).  

Based on the crystal structures of FN7-10 and FN12-14, it is likely that FNIII 2-14 is 

mostly or all a ‘rigid rod’.  

1.2.3.3 Sequence conservation between FNIII domains in FN 

FNIII domains have a very low sequence identity between 15-35% , top panel 

(Fig. 4). From the sequence alignment of FNIII domains in FN we can see that three 

amino acids are conserved in all seventeen FNIII domains: a Trp in the B strand, a Leu in 

the linker between E and F strand and a Tyr at the beginning of the F strand. Another 

Tyr in the C strand is conserved in thirteen out of the seventeen FNIII domains (38). A 

study that compared over a thousand FNIII domains from FN and other proteins found 

that these residues are very well conserved. The direct relationship of the conservation 

of these amino acids to the structure is not known but it does provide an excellent 

marker for this fold (40). It is interesting to note that even with low sequence identity all 

these domains have the same fold. 

1.2.3.4 Sequence conservation between cognate FNIII domains in FN from different 
species. 

Cognate FNIII domains in FN from different species are well conserved even 

though FNIII domains in a FN molecule are not. As an example, the pairwise identities 

between all FNIII domains from human FN are shown in Fig. 4 (top panel). We can see 

that the percent identity between these domains is low, 15-35%. On the other hand, 
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percent identities between FNIII 10 and FNIII 2 from different species are high as shown 

in Fig. 4 (middle and bottom panels respectively). Both FNIII 10 and FNIII 2 from 

human and chimpanzee are 100% conserved and about 95% conserved from human and 

cow. This conservation decreases to 34% and 60% for FNIII 10 and FNIII 2 respectively 

when you compare human and lamprey.  
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Figure 4: Pairwise identity between each FNIII domain of human FN with each 
other FNIII domain (Top panel), FNIII 10 (Middle panel) and FNIII 2 (Bottom panel) 

of human FN compared with the FNIII 10 and 2 of other vertebrates. 

1.2.3.5 Function 

FNIII domains play an important role in cell adhesion and matrix assembly. 

FNIII 1-2 are the major binding partners of N terminal FNI domains during 

fibrillogenesis. Deletion of FNIII 1-2 causes short matrix fibrils (41). FNIII 4-6 weakly 
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binds heparin and the ‘KLDAPT’ sequence from FNIII 5 binds both α4β1 and α4β7 

integrins (42).  FNIII 10 contains the ‘RGD’ sequence that binds to several integrins like 

α5β1. This binding initiates fibronectin matrix assembly. Both FNIII 8 and 9 affect the 

integrin binding of FNIII 10. FNIII 9 has a synergy site ‘PHRSN’ that enhances the 

binding of the integrins α5β1 and αIIβb3 to FNIII 10 (43) whereas FNIII 8 promotes 

binding by stabilizing FNIII 9 (44).  FNIII 12-14 binds heparin and this binding may aid 

fibrillogenesis. The functions of most FNIII domains are not known.  

1.3 FN fibrillogenesis 

1.3.1 FN matrix assembly 

1.3.1.1 Introduction 

FN is an extracellular matrix (ECM) protein that can assemble into a fibrillar 

matrix. FN fibrillogenesis is a cell-mediated process. It is important for cell adhesion, 

migration, morphogenesis, and cytoskeletal organization (45). Chen et al showed that 

the extracellular matrix secreted by chick embryo fibroblasts was predominantly made 

up of FN and that the smallest fibril was 5-10 nm (46). These small fibrils associated to 

form larger bundles.  A recent study using dSTORM has shown the molecular 

architecture of FN fibrils. They show that FN molecules are so arranged that the first five 

FNI domains bind FNIII domains of the adjacent FN in an anti parallel orientation (47). 

Even after decades of research on fibronectin fibrillogenesis, the exact mechanism and 

the FN-FN interactions that result in a matrix are unknown.  
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1.3.1.2 Proposed mechanism of FN fibrillogenesis 

The first step in matrix assembly is the binding of the FN dimer to the cell. This is 

facilitated by the interaction of the RGD sequence (in FNIII 10) & the synergy site (in 

FNIII 9) with α5β1 integrins present on the cell surface. This binding results in integrin-

mediated cell signaling that facilitates cell contractility, which in turn induces a change 

in FN conformation & integrin clustering. These changes allow certain FN – FN 

interactions that permit the fibrils to grow thicker & longer and eventually develop into 

an insoluble matrix (18). The identity of the FN-FN interactions and the detailed changes 

in the FN conformation are unknown.  

1.3.2 FN domains involved in matrix assembly 

1.3.2.1 N terminal domain is indispensible for matrix assembly 

The N terminal 70 kDa domain (70 kDa) is critical for matrix assembly. Addition 

of this domain to a cell culture inhibits matrix assembly (48). Antibodies against this 

domain (49) and deletion of this domain from FN also resulted in no matrix formation 

(9). This domain also binds cell surface FN binding sites and may initiate FN assembly 

(50). The N terminal domain comprises of FNI 1-9 and the two FNII domains. The 

domains FNI 1-5 are most important, and can bind other sites in FN like FNIII domains 

to promote fibrillogenesis.  The exact role of these domains in fibril assembly is under 

speculation but it has been shown by independent studies that it interacts with FNIII 2, 
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FNIII 12-14, heat denatured FNIII 1, & the cell surface (18) (9). 70 kDa is the best-

established bonding fragment. 

1.3.2.2 FNIII domains involved in FN-FN interactions during matrix assembly 

The major binding site for 70 kDa is FNIII 2. Deletion mutants lacking FN III1-2 

and those lacking only FNIII 2 make shorter, thicker fibrils as compared to wild type 

and deletion mutants lacking only FN III1 (41).  Deletion mutants, lacking domains 

FNIII 1-7 also makes an aberrant matrix. It has also been shown that the unfolding of 

FNIII 2 is important for FN assembly (51).  

Denatured FNIII 1 has also been shown to bind 70 kDa indicating a cryptic site 

(52). Other suggested FN-FN interaction sites include FNIII 12-14 and a cryptic site in 

FNIII 4-5 (18).       

1.3.3 FN matrix fibril elasticity 

1.3.3.1 FN matrix fibrils are elastic in nature 

FN matrix fibrillogensis occurs only if the cells exert tension. Matrix fibrils 

formed are also under tension. Zhong et al showed that when cell contractility was lost 

binding of FN and 70 kDa to cells was inhibited (53). These fibrils are stretched 

substantially and are elastic in nature as observed by Ohashi et al using recombinant 

FN-GFP (54). Two different mechanisms have been postulated to explain the elasticity of 

the FN fibril. 
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1.3.3.2 Existing models explaining fibril elasticity 

The first model relies on FNIII domains unfolding. This model was a theoretical 

model proposed by Erickson et al and is propagated by Vogel et al. According to this 

model, when the cell exerts tension first the zigzag orientation of FNIII domains 

becomes linear. Further application of force will unravel a pair of beta strands, which 

destabilizes the domain and leads to its complete unraveling (55).  This domain 

unfolding could explain the elasticity of FN fibrils (Fig. 5a), but almost all FNIII domains 

would need to be unraveled to obtain the observed ~4X stretch. 

The second model relies on the change of conformation of FN (Fig. 5b). FN has a 

compact conformation and an extended conformation. Electrostatic bonds facilitate the 

compact conformation. This model states that FN molecules are incorporated into matrix 

fibrils in the compact form. When the cell exerts tension the compact conformation 

changes to the extended form and the extension of the FN molecules in the fibril gives 

rise to the elasticity of the fibrils (Fig. 5b).  

Experimentally, it has been shown that FNIII domains can be unfolded using 

atomic force spectroscopy (56). Does domain unfolding occur in biological FN matrix?  

Baneyx and Vogel developed a FRET assay, which they claimed showed that domains 

did unfold in stretched FN matrix fibrils. (57). However, Erickson questioned this data 

as being too close to the noise, and the experimental design as being inadequate to 

measure domain opening (58).  He favors the conformational change in FN as the model 
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explaining fibril elasticity. A recent study by Lemmon et al using the technique of thiol 

labeling of a buried Cys in matrix culture has shown that only six of the fifteen FNIII 

domains can be labeled by fluorescein maleimide (59). Almost all FNIII domains need to 

be unfolded to explain the four-fold stretch observed in matrix fibrils. The mechanism 

for fibril elasticity is still under debate and more experimental data is needed to clarify 

the issue. 

 

Figure 5: (a) Domain unfolding (55) and (b) compact vs. extended (58) models 
to explain fibril elasticity. 
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2. Spontaneous folding and unfolding assayed by thiol 
exchange. 

Proteins are dynamic and not static biomolecules. This chapter aims to introduce 

the concept of spontaneous folding and refolding, and to discuss past studies on the 

folding and refolding kinetics of FNIII domains and the technique of thiol exchange. 

2.1 Spontaneous folding and unfolding 

2.1.1 All proteins spontaneously fold and unfold 

Globular proteins appear static as depicted by X ray crystallography. However, 

they are actually dynamic biomolecules that spontaneously fold and unfold. The kinetics 

of unfolding and folding are defined by the rate constants of unfolding and folding: ku 

and kf respectively. The reciprocal of ku and kf gives the closed state and the open state 

lifetimes respectively. Fig. 6 tabulates examples of proteins that spontaneously fold and 

unfold along with their closed and open state lifetimes sorted in ascending order of their 

folded (Fig. 6a) and unfolded lifetimes (Fig. 6b). We can see that proteins spontaneously 

fold and unfold with huge range of kinetics (Fig. 6a and b). In both tables, at one end of 

the spectrum is engrailed homeodomain. This protein is very dynamic: it remains folded 

for only 0.5 msec, unfolds and then refolds in 0.0025 msec. At the other end is the 

protein phosphoglycerate kinase, which folds in 33 sec and remains folded for 42 years.  

These data are compiled from (60). We also show two of the FNIII domains from the 

present study.  FNIII 6C, which is relatively stable, has long closed and open state 

lifetimes and is at the lower end in both tables. It folds in 7 sec and remains folded for 21 
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hrs.  On the other hand, FNIII 11C folds in 17 sec but stays folded for only 1 min. In the 

present study, it is the most unstable domain we have studied and spends about 22% of 

the time unfolded.  Whether spontaneous unfolding and folding has a direct 

relationship to cellular function is debatable in the protein-folding field. 
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Figure 6: Examples of proteins that spontaneously fold and unfold sorted in 
ascending order of their (a) folded lifetimes and (b) unfolded lifetimes (from (60)). 

FNIII 11C and 6C from my study are shown in red. 

2.1.2 Two state model for protein folding and unfolding 

2.1.2.1 Thermodynamics and kinetics 

Many small monomeric proteins like TNfn3, cold shock protein B and SH3 

domain exhibit a two-state folding equilibrium (60). This is the simplest model for 

protein folding and unfolding reaction. According to this model all protein 

conformations are found in one of only two thermodynamic states: folded (F) and 

unfolded (U) and the rate constants for unfolding and folding are ku and kf respectively.  

The following scheme shows a two state model: 
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 F  
k!
⇌
k!

   U (2.1) 

 

The change in free energy of unfolding is given by:  

 

 ∆G = −RTln(K!") (2.2) 

 

Where:  

ΔG - the change in free energy of unfolding 

R - Gas constant 

T - Temperature 

Keq- equilibrium constant = ku / kf 

2.1.2.2 Thermodynamics and kinetics in the presence of a denaturant 

Addition of chemical denaturants alters the equilibrium between the unfolded 

and the folded state. It also shows that the change in free energy of unfolding has a 

linear dependence on the molar concentration of the denaturant (Eq. 2.3). This 

observation has led to the use of the linear extrapolation method to obtain the change in 

free energy in water (61).  

 

 ∆G! = ∆G!"# +m!"[D] (2.3) 
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Where: 

ΔGD - the free energy of unfolding at different denaturant concentrations, 

ΔGH2O - the free energy of unfolding in water (this is positive, meaning unfolding is 

unfavorable),  

meq – a constant defining the denaturant dependence of ΔG (this is a negative number, 

meaning that higher denaturant makes unfolding favorable) 

D – denaturant concentration 

The free energy of unfolding at different denaturant concentrations is a less positive 

number than the free energy of unfolding in water since denaturant favors unfolding. 

This makes meq a negative number (Eq. 2.3). 

Addition of denaturant also affects the kinetics of unfolding and refolding. 

Generally, the equilibrium is pushed towards the unfolded state. The logarithms of rate 

constant of unfolding and folding have a linear dependence on the denaturant 

concentration: 

 ln k!! = ln k!!"# +m![D] (2.4) 

 ln k!! = ln k!!"# +m![D] (2.5) 

Where: 

k!! - the rate constant of unfolding ,which is different for different denaturant 

concentration 
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k!! - the rate constant of folding ,which is different for different denaturant concentration 

k!!"# - the rate constant of unfolding in water 

k!!"# - the rate constant of folding in water  

mu- the urea dependence of the rate constant of unfolding 

mf - the urea dependence of the rate constant of refolding 

D – denaturant concentration  

One test for whether a protein folding and unfolding reaction exhibits two-state 

behavior is the following equality: 

 

 m!" = RT(m! −m!)  (2.6) 

 

Where: 

 R - the universal gas constant  

 T - the temperature in K 

Note that mu is a positive number, mf is negative, and meq is negative. 

2.1.2.3 Determining the thermodynamic and kinetic parameters 

An appropriate probe to monitor the unfolding and the folding of the protein in 

denaturant is needed to determine thermodynamic and kinetic parameters. The data 

obtained for different concentrations of denaturant are then fit and the parameter values 

obtained are extrapolated to 0 M denaturant. Examples of spectroscopic probes are the 
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fluorescence of Trp and labeling of Cys by thiol reactive dyes (62) (63). For Trp emission, 

depending on the experimental setup, thermodynamic or kinetic parameters can be 

obtained. An equilibrium unfolding experiment gives thermodynamic parameters 

whereas kinetic experiments of unfolding and refolding give kinetic parameters. For the 

Cys labeling method, the labeling reaction can occur via three regimes: EX1, EX2 and 

EXX, as explained by the Linderstrom-Lang theory (Section 2.1.2.4). Depending on the 

regime spanned by the data obtained kinetic or thermodynamic or both parameters can 

be obtained.  

 Monitoring by either the labeling of the Cys by a thiol reactive dye or the change 

in Trp fluorescence over time at each denaturant concentration usually yields 

monophasic exponential curves. A widely used technique for data analysis is to fit these 

curves to single exponentials to get the apparent rate constant (kapp) for each denaturant 

concentration.  

 For a probe that follows the two state model shown in Eq. 2.1 like Trp emission, 

the kapp is the sum of the rate constants of folding and unfolding (Eq. 2.7). 

 k!"" = k! + k! (2.7) 

On the other hand, for a probe like Cys thiol labeling by a dye that follows the two state 

model but has an additional dye interaction step (Eq. 2.8), the kobs is much more complex 

mathematically (Eq. 2.9). Linderström-Lang theory was used to derive this equation and 

it is explained in detail below. 
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2.1.2.4 Linderström – Lang theory – EX1, EX2 and EXX labeling regimes  

This theory explains the different regimes of labeling reaction and how kinetic 

and thermodynamic parameters can be obtained depending on the experimental 

conditions used. This theory assumes that the protein follows the two state model for 

protein folding and unfolding. A protein has a folded state (PF) in which the Cys is 

protected and an unfolded state (PU) where the Cys is exposed to the solvent for the 

labeling reaction with a thiol reactive dye. The closed state opens with a rate constant for 

unfolding (ku) and the open state closes with a rate constant of folding (kf). Only the 

open state can react with a thiol reactive dye and get labeled with a intrinsic rate 

constant (kint) (Eq. 2.8). 

 

 P!  
k!
⇌
k!

 P!
!!"#  Labeled (2.8) 

 

Under steady state conditions the observed rate of labeling (kobs) is given by: 

 

 k!"# = !! !!"#
!!!!!!!!"#

  (2.9) 

 

The labeling of the Cys by a thiol reactive dye can occur via three regimes: EX1, EX2 and 

EXX.  
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1. EX1 regime: When kf << kint then the observed rate constant is equal to the rate 

constant for unfolding (Eq. 2.10). Only one kinetic parameter, i.e. the rate constant for 

unfolding and its denaturant dependence are obtained in this regime. 

 

 k!"# = k! (2.10) 

 

2. EX2 regime: When kf >> kint then the observed rate constant is equal to the product of 

the equilibrium constant of opening and the intrinsic rate constant (Eq. 2.11). Only the 

thermodynamic parameter Keq is obtained in this regime.  

 

 k!"# = K!" ∗ k!"# (2.11) 

 

3. EXX regime: When kf ≅ kint then the observed rate constant is a more complex function 

of all the rate constants (Eq. 2.9). Although mathematically complex, the EXX regime is 

the richest source of data, because both kinetic parameters (and the related Keq) are 

obtained in this regime. 

2.1.2.5 Exposure of the Cys by local and subglobal opening reactions  

              We have discussed the exposure of the Cys to the dye by global unfolding and 

folding and the simple two state model so far. Besides the global opening reaction, non 

two-state proteins can also expose the Cys via local and subglobal opening and closing 
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reactions. The various opening reactions can be identified by their different urea 

dependence (Fig. 7). Local opening is denaturant independent, i.e., the reaction that 

exposes the Cys does not exhibit a net change in solvent accessible surface area. 

However, the fact that the reaction is not as fast as that of a fully exposed Cys suggests 

that a conformational opening reaction precedes covalent bond formation with the thiol-

reactive reagent. An increase in denaturant concentration results in a very small increase 

in the amount of surface area exposed. The free energy of opening versus denaturant 

concentration is a flat line and the ‘m’ value, the slope of the line, is close to zero (Fig. 7 

bottom panel). Subglobal opening has a denaturant dependence but it is lower than the 

dependence of global unfolding.  The opening free energy versus denaturant 

concentration is a line with a shallow slope and the corresponding reaction is usually 

interpreted as the formation of partially unfolded states (Fig. 7 middle panel). On the 

other hand, global opening is the most denaturant dependent of the three 

conformational reactions that lead to thiol reactions: increase in denaturant 

concentration increases the amount of surface area exposed to solvent. The opening free 

energy versus denaturant concentration is a line with a steep slope whose value usually 

agrees with that measured for a two-state unfolding reaction. This observation justifies 

the association of the global opening conformational reaction with the cooperative 

unfolding of the protein or domain in which the Cys is found (Fig. 7 top panel)  (64).  
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Figure 7: Denaturant dependence of global, subglobal and local opening 
reactions. 

2.2 Techniques to study kinetics and thermodynamics of protein 
folding and unfolding. 

2.2.1 Tryptophan fluorescence 

Each FNIII domains has one highly conserved Trp on the B strand. A second Trp 

is rare but found in a few FNIII domains. For example, FNIII 1 has three Trp residues. 

Past studies of kinetics of folding and unfolding of FNIII domains have exploited the 

presence of this Trp. 

2.2.1.1 Principle 

Intrinsic tryptophan (Trp) fluorescence has been widely used to study the 

stability and kinetics of protein folding and unfolding due to its sensitivity to its 

environment. Depending upon the location of the Trp in the protein molecule its 
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emission wavelength and quantum yield changes. If the Trp is buried in a protein’s 

hydrophobic core its emission wavelength is 330 - 332 nm whereas if it is solvent 

exposed its emission wavelength changes dramatically and shifts to 350-353 nm (65).  

2.2.1.2 Experimental details and parameters obtained 

Depending on the type of experiment, thermodynamic and kinetic parameters 

can be obtained. Equilibrium unfolding experiments yield thermodynamic parameters. 

In these experiments, the protein is unfolded with denaturant. After the sample reaches 

equilibrium the fluorescence emission spectra are recorded. The fluorescence at 350 nm 

is plotted versus denaturant concentration. Fitting the data gives the free energy change 

of unfolding; the ‘meq’ value 
!∆!!"#$%&

![!"#$%&'$#%] ; the denaturation midpoint; and the 

intercepts and slopes of the baselines that represent the denaturant-dependent folded 

and unfolded state fluorescence signals. The midpoint is the denaturant concentration 

where 50% of the protein molecules are unfolded. 

On the other hand, kinetic experiments yield information about the kinetics of 

protein folding and unfolding. In a kinetic unfolding experiment, the protein is initially 

folded and either addition of urea induces unfolding. The increase in Trp fluorescence at 

350 nm, due to exposure to solvent when unfolded, is monitored over time. For the 

refolding experiment, the protein is unfolded and diluting the denaturant induces 

refolding. Since the Trp is generally shielded from the solvent in the folded state, the 

fluorescence decrease at 350nm is monitored over time. Fitting the data gives apparent 
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rate constant for unfolding and refolding at different denaturant concentrations. When 

the log of the apparent rate constant is plotted versus denaturant a V-shaped chevron 

plot (Fig. 8) is generated, which has a folding arm and an unfolding arm. The minimum 

of this plot is the transition area. At higher denaturant concentration, the kapp is 

dominated by ku whereas at low urea concentrations the kapp is dominated by kf. It 

should be noted that the left arm of the chevron plot is obtained by adding the folded 

protein to the plotted concentration of denaturant, and the right arm is obtained by 

diluting fully denatured protein to the plotted concentration.  The rate constants for 

unfolding and folding can be extrapolated to yield the rate constants of unfolding and 

folding in water and their respective dependencies on denaturant (m values) (66).  

 

Figure 8: V-shaped Chevron plot showing the ln kapp versus denaturant 
concentration. 
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2.2.1.3 Advantages and limitations 

This technique has several advantageous. Firstly, the Trp is extremely sensitive 

to its environment and changes dramatically upon protein unfolding. Secondly, it has a 

high signal-to-noise ratio and uses a very small amount of protein. Lastly, Trp emission 

occurs on the nano second time scale thus making it compatible to use in protein folding 

and unfolding studies. 

The limitations of this technique are that only 1% of the amino acids present in 

mammalian proteins are Trp (67). In general, this means that to use this technique Trp 

mutations have to be introduced in a buried location that does not alter the folding. 

Because the Trp emission is so sensitive to its environment, it is considered a ‘local’ 

probe and CD should be used to validate that it is in fact probing major structural 

changes (68).  In the case of FNIII domains, the rarity of Trp is an advantage, because 

almost all FNIII domains have a single buried Trp on the B strand.  All previous studies 

of FNIII folding and unfolding have used this buried Trp to report unfolding (69-72). 

The work described here is the first to apply an alternative probe, thiol exchange, and to 

compare the unfolding/refolding of a dozen different FNIII domains.   

2.2.2 Thiol exchange (SX) 

2.2.2.1 Principle 

Thiol exchange (SX) utilizes the ability of thiol reactive dyes to label the thiol of 

cysteines (Cys). It involves monitoring the labeling reaction over time. SX is analogous 
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to amide hydrogen exchange (HX) and like HX; SX also follows Linderström and Lang 

theory (Section 2.1.2.4) (73). This theory states that the labeling reaction of the thiol can 

occur only if it is exposed to the solvent. The labeling reaction can follow EX1, EX2 or 

EXX regimes and depending on the regime, thermodynamic and kinetic parameters can 

be obtained. 

2.2.2.2 Thiol reactive dyes 

Ellman’s reagent or DTNB (74) is a thiol-reactive dye used to estimate the 

concentration of free thiols. It is a bulky, negatively charged dye with a molecular 

weight of 396.34 Da. DTNB reacts with a Cys and releases a TNB- ion that absorbs at 412 

nm (Fig. 9). This reaction is a SN2 displacement reaction. The labeling reaction can be 

monitored over time by absorbance (75) (76) (77). We have also used DTNB for my SX 

assay. 

 

Figure 9: DTNB reaction with a protein thiol (RS-) (78) 
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2.2.2.3 Reactivity of the Cys 

The reactivity of the Cys is sensitive to pH and neighboring amino acids. At ionic 

strengths less than 20 mM distant charged amino acids affect the pKa of the thiol 

whereas at ionic strengths greater than 20 mM only the immediate neighbors of the Cys 

influence its kinetics. Two positive amino acids as neighbors have the largest effect on 

the rate of the reaction; one positive and one neutral or two neutral neighbors can have 

smaller effects (79). In solution, a Cys side chain thiol has a pKa of 8.3. Recently, a study 

by Jensen et al showed that the pKa of six single Cys mutants of acyl coenzyme A 

binding protein at different locations shows pKa variations from 8.2 – 9.9 (80). 

2.2.2.4 Past applications 

SX has been used to characterize the nature of conformational opening reactions 

(76), the size of the conformational openings (81), high energy intermediates during 

protein unfolding (75) and also to detect force unfolding of proteins within cells (82). 

Feng, et al. studied the nature of conformational openings in sperm whale 

aquomyoglobin (AMb) by HX and SX (76). They created single Cys containing 

mutations at ten different locations in AMb. They followed the kinetics of labeling of the 

various Cys by DTNB in different concentrations of guanidinium chloride. The kinetic 

curves were fit to obtain the observed rate constant (kobs) for labeling at each 

guanidinium chloride concentration.  Data was plotted as – ln kobs versus guanidinium 

chloride concentration. From these data plots it was possible to segregate the Cys that 
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were being exposed to the dye by local structural fluctuations (no denaturant 

dependence at low concentration) or by global unfolding (high denaturant dependence). 

DTNB is a large, negatively charged reagent. For some of the local structural 

fluctuations, Feng et al saw a denaturant dependence, which disappeared when small 

and neutral MMTS was used. This guanidinium chloride dependence due to the size of 

the reagent used enabled the authors to obtain an estimate about the size of the local 

structural conformations  (76).  

Malhotra et al. applied SX to study high-energy intermediates during the 

unfolding of single chain monellin (75).  They created single Cys containing mutants at 

four different locations in single chain monellin. They followed the kinetics of labeling of 

the various Cys by different concentrations of 4,4’- Dipyridyl disulfide (PDS) (a smaller 

probe than DTNB) in different concentrations of guanidine hydrochloride. In this study, 

like the study mentioned above, the kinetic curves were fit to obtain the kobs.  The kobs 

obtained for each guanidine concentration was plotted as a function of PDS 

concentration. This data plot was fit to obtain the rates of opening and closing and the 

free energy of opening for each Cys mutant. By comparing the rates of opening and 

closing and the opening free energy obtained via SX to the those obtained via Trp 

fluorescence the authors could predict the high energy intermediates found during 

unfolding of monellin and its location on the unfolding reaction coordinate (75).   
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2.2.2.5 Advantages and limitations 

This technique has several advantages over native state hydrogen exchange 

monitored by NMR: firstly, dead times in a stopped flow SX experiment are on the order 

of milliseconds as compared to dead times of the NMR-detected equilibrium 

experiments that are orders of magnitude longer. Secondly, it gives information about 

the packing of the side chain versus HX, which only gives backbone amide information. 

Lastly, by using thiol-reactive reagents of different sizes it is possible to estimate the size 

of the conformational opening by which the Cys is being exposed to the reagents (81). 

The main limitation of this technique is that only about 2% of amino acids in 

proteins are Cys (83). Thus, to use this technique Cys mutations have to be introduced in 

locations that are buried, and hopefully do not disrupt the protein folding.  

2.3 Kinetics and thermodynamics of folding and unfolding of 
FNIII domains 

The kinetics of folding and unfolding of four FNIII domains: FNIII 10, FNIII 9, 

FNIII 3 and the third FNIII domain in tenascin (TNfn3) have been studied at different 

temperatures and pH. Unfortunately, due to the difference in experimental conditions, it 

is difficult to compare the kinetics of these FNIII domains to each other. The kinetics of 

folding and unfolding of FNIII 10 and 9 have been studied at 25°C and pH 5.2 (69) (70). 

TNfn3 has been studied at 20 °C and pH 5.0 (71), whereas that of FNIII 3 has been 

studied at 23 °C and pH 7.4 (72). My work expands on the previous work and compares 
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and compiles the unfolding and folding kinetics of ten different FNIII domain under 

identical conditions of temperature and pH in one cohesive study. 
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3. Spontaneous unfolding and refolding of FNIII domains 
studied by thiol exchange 

Previous studies have characterized the kinetics of folding and unfolding of four 

FNIII domains; buffer conditions and temperature have varied between studies, making 

comparison difficult (69) (70) (71) (72). This chapter of my dissertation presents a 

detailed quantitative study of ten FNIII domains, eight of which are found in FN, under 

identical solution conditions.  The study described in this chapter is to be published 

soon. Please refer to the publication for the updated version of this work.  

3.1 Introduction 

Fibronectin (FN) assembles into a fibrillar extracellular matrix, which is the 

primordial matrix in embryonic development and wound healing.  The FN molecule is a 

dimer of 250,000 Da subunits, which are modular proteins that fold into a string of 

globular domains. There are three types of domains, which differ in size, structure and 

the presence of internal disulfide bonds (6). FNI and FNII domains are 5,000 and 6,500 

Da respectively, and are stabilized by internal disulfide bonds. FNIII domains are the 

largest, with a molecular weight of 10,000 Da and no internal disulfide bonds. 

3.1.1 FNIII domains 

The present study focuses on FNIII domains. The FN monomer contains 15-17 

FNIII domains, depending on splicing. The domain structure is a beta sandwich (Fig. 

10), with three strands on one side, four on the other and a compact hydrophobic core 

(35). First discovered in fibronectin, FNIII domains are incorporated as a folding motif in 
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many animal proteins.  Although different FNIII domains share only ~20% sequence 

identity, they all fold with the same beta sandwich structure. These domains have been 

implicated in cell adhesion, matrix assembly and elasticity, and membrane receptors, 

and are the main focus of my present study.  

 

Figure 10: Structure of FNIII 7 showing the seven strands (A, B, C, C’, E, F, G). 
The buried Cys in the E strand used in the thiol exchange assay is shown in red. 

3.1.1.1 Role of FNIII domains in the elasticity of FN fibrils 

FN matrix fibrils are very elastic; those in cell culture are typically stretched up to 

four times their rest length (54). The mechanism of the stretch is controversial.  One 

hypothesis is “tension-induced domain unfolding,” which proposes that individual 

FNIII domains unravel when the fibril is under tension (56, 84, 85). A folded FNIII 
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domain is 3.5 nm long, and the 90 amino acids of the unfolded polypeptide chain have a 

contour length of 30.5 nm, providing a substantial source of stretch.  An alternative 

model proposes that the stretch involves a conformational change of the FN dimer from 

a compact pretzel shape to an extended form, without unfolding FNIII domains (12, 58, 

86). 

3.1.1.2 Past study probing the unfolded state of FNIII domains in cell culture using 
thiol exchange of a buried Cys 

To explore the mechanism of FN fibril elasticity, Lemmon et al (59) used the 

technique of chemical labeling of a Cys buried in a globular domain as an indication of 

domain unfolding. This technique was previously developed by Johnson et al (82) to 

show that tension can expose buried Cys in two isoforms of spectrin in red blood cells. 

In fibronectin, only FNIII 7 and 15 have a free Cys (Fig. 10). These two Cys are buried, 

and with FN in solution they can only be labeled after denaturation (85).  Lemmon et al 

(59) found that these two domains did not label in FN matrix fibrils assembled in cell 

culture. To explore the state of other FNIII domains, Lemmon et al (59) created thirteen 

full-length mutant FNs, each containing a buried Cys in a single FNIII domain. When 

incorporated into cell culture matrix, six of the fifteen FNIII domains were sufficiently 

open that their buried Cys could be labeled by one-hour incubation with fluorescein 

maleimide.  The domain unfolding could be due to:  (a) tension-induced unfolding; (b) 

unfolding as part of FN-FN bond formation during fibril assembly; or (c) spontaneous 
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unfolding and refolding of domains.  My study addresses quantitatively this latter 

mechanism. 

3.1.2 Spontaneous folding and refolding of proteins 

All globular proteins and protein domains spontaneously unfold and refold, 

with a very wide range of kinetics (60).  The kinetics in dilute aqueous buffer can be 

described by two rate constants, k!!"# for unfolding and k!!"# for folding. Three FNIII 

domains have been extensively studied for unfolding kinetics: FNIII 9 and 10 and 

TNfn3, an FNIII domain from tenascin (70, 71, 87). These studies monitored the 

unfolding by the increase in fluorescence of the single conserved and buried Trp in most 

FNIII domains. 

3.1.2.1 Thiol exchange to study the kinetics of spontaneous opening and closing of 
FNIII domains 

An alternative to Trp fluorescence is to use a buried Cys and assay its 

accessibility to a thiol reactive reagent to measure the population of the unfolded state. 

This approach has been termed thiol exchange, or SX. In SX, the opening and closing 

kinetics, that are defined by rate constant of opening (kop) and the rate constant for 

closing (kcl), ensure that the Cys is accessible to the dye. In many cases, the opening and 

closing kinetics correspond to global unfolding and folding; then kop = ku and kcl = kf. In 

other cases the Cys can be exposed by subglobal or by local opening and closing, and 

these mechanisms need to be accounted separately. I will use the terms kop  and kcl to 
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describe our kinetic measurements, although most domains fit a two-state global 

unfolding mechanism. 

SX was used by Ballery et al (62, 63), and has been subsequently applied to 

several proteins.  Each of these studies focused on a single protein, and placed the Cys at 

different locations, to determine how folding varied at different positions (75-77). Two 

papers provide an excellent background for my study because they used a very similar 

experimental approach and interpretation. They have probed unfolding-folding at 

various locations in a single protein and compared it to global unfolding-folding of that 

protein as measured spectroscopically. (75, 76). Feng et al (76) used the SX technique to 

study global and local unfolding events in ferric aquohaemoglobin. They introduced a 

buried Cys at ten different sites in the protein, to explore how local unfolding varied 

over the structure.  Malhotra and Udgaonkar (75) used SX to study high-energy 

intermediate states during protein unfolding. They created four single Cys mutants at 

buried locations of the single-chain protein monellin. 

 In the present study we have applied SX using a different strategy.  We have 

surveyed the opening-closing kinetics of ten different protein domains related by 

homology, specifically the family of FNIII domains.  We have included the six domains 

of FN that were labeled in matrix fibrils and two that were not (59), as well as TNfn3 and 

irisin, which is the ectodomain of the transmembrane protein FNDC5 (88);(89). For this 

purpose we have engineered a single buried Cys at the same location, the site of the 
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natural Cys in FNIII 7 and irisin, in each of the FNIII domains. Kinetics of Cys labeling 

were measured in different concentrations of urea.  Most domains could be fit to a two-

state model of global unfolding, but for three domains the Cys was partially exposed by 

a local or sub-global unfolding.  

3.1.2.2 How do unfolding and folding kinetics relate to structure and stability? 

There have been two divergent suggestions for how the unfolding and folding 

kinetics relate to domain stability and structure. Early studies suggested that stability 

correlated primarily with the folding rate constant. This interpretation was based on 

studies of FNIII 9 and 10 from FN, and TNfn3 from tenascin (70, 71, 87) (all three 

proteins are included in my study). Plaxco et al (90), studying a larger group of non-

homologous proteins, concluded that the folding rate constant was not correlated with 

stability, but with a topological measure termed “contact order ”. Broom et al (91) 

corroborated their result and showed that the unfolding rate also correlated with contact 

order.  They also concluded “unfolding rates correlate better with thermodynamic 

stability.” My results support both of these correlations for eight out of ten FNIII 

domains studied, with the stronger correlation being unfolding. 

3.2 Results 

3.2.1 Equilibrium studies of FNIII domains by Trp fluorescence shows 
a wide range of chemical stability. 

Conventional protein folding studies measure protein stability using a direct 

spectroscopic probe to measure the fraction of folded protein in various concentrations 
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of denaturant.  To compare my SX results with this sort of data, we assayed the 

equilibrium stability of FNIII domains in urea using the intrinsic fluorescence of the 

conserved tryptophan at domain sequence position 22-23, which is in β strand B in the 

core of the protein. In folded FNIII domains, the buried Trp has an emission peak at 320 

nm when excited at 280 nm. Solvent exposure of Trp by protein denaturation in urea 

shifts the emission peak to 350 nm. An example of these changes for FNIII 3C is shown 

in Fig. 11a.  In 0-1 M urea, the emission peak is at 320 nm, and it shifts to 350 nm at 3 M 

urea, in which it is predominantly unfolded. 

The stabilities of the eleven domains in this study, as determined from Trp 

fluorescence urea denaturation curves, span a very wide range.  To eliminate variations 

in protein concentration, we used the emission ratio 350: 320 nm as a measure of the 

extent of unfolding. A ratio of 0.3- 1.8 indicates a buried Trp and it increases to 1.5 – 2.8 

when the Trp is exposed to the solvent (59). We fit the emission ratio vs. urea 

concentration for each domain to a simple two-state equilibrium (see Materials & 

Methods, section 3.4.2). Examples of Trp denaturation curves for three FNIII domains 

that span the stability range are shown in Fig. 11b. The fitted stabilities and their urea 

dependence for all eleven domains are listed in Table 3.  FNIII 11C is the least stable 

with ∆G!→!!"#  of 1.59  ± 0.65 kcal/mol. FNIII 10C is the most stable with a ∆G!→!!"#  greater 

than 10 kcal/mol, which was too stable to measure accurately by conventional methods 
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using the non-ionic denaturant urea.  FNIII 3C has intermediate stability with a ∆G!→!!"#  of 

3.3 ± 1.0 kcal/mol. 

 

 

Figure 11: Stability of FNIII domains assayed by Trp fluorescence. (a) 
Denaturation of 1 µM FNIII 3C in 0-8 M urea. (b) Ratio of 350 nm/320 nm fluorescence 

intensities as a function of urea for FNIII 11C, 3C and 2C. 

3.2.2 Global fitting of thiol reactivity data gives kinetic and 
thermodynamic information 

My global fitting approach differs from that of previous SX studies, which fit 

individual labeling curves in each urea concentration to an exponential to get kobs([urea]) 

(75-77). These intermediate data were then fit again to obtain thermodynamic and/or 
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kinetic parameters for the conformational reactions.  My approach globally fits all 

labeling curves for a particular domain obtained over a wide range of urea 

concentrations to a model that includes the urea dependence of opening and closing. 

Differential equations describing the time-dependence of all species were solved either 

with the kinetic matrix method or by numerical integration in Mathematica (see 

Materials and Methods). Global fitting of SX data can determine both thermodynamic 

and kinetic parameters, provided that there are sufficient data in the EXX regime (Eq. 

3.15). If the conformational kinetics are in the EX1 regime at all urea concentrations, kop 

(Eq. 3.16) can be determined but not the stability.  In contrast, conformational kinetics 

solely in the EX2 regime yields the equilibrium constant (Eq. 3.17) but no conformational 

kinetics. With sufficient data in the EXX regime, the global fitting determines the best 

values of five parameters: kop, kcl, mop, mcl, kchem.  

The complete kinetics data for FNIII 2C in different urea concentration are shown 

in Fig. 12 as an example of a complete dataset ready for global fitting. To obtain this 

dataset for the kinetics of labeling, FNIII 2C was incubated for ten minutes in buffers 

containing 0-8 M urea to establish unfolding equilibrium. DTNB was then added to the 

protein and the reaction was monitored by absorbance at 412 nm. At low concentrations 

of urea, the reaction is slow and was monitored by spectrophotometer after manual 

mixing (Fig. 12a) whereas at high urea concentrations the reaction is much faster and 

required stopped-flow mixing (Fig. 12b). The data for FNIII 2C follows the EX2 regime 
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from 0-1 M urea and EXX regime from 2-6 M urea. EXX regime is when the kcl and kint 

were within a factor of ten of each other. Above 6 M urea, the domain is predominantly 

unfolded and the Cys is completely exposed to the dye.  In this regime, no information is 

provided about the conformational reaction, but the labeling curves help determine 

kchem, which is another globally fitted parameter.  

The thermodynamic and kinetic parameters extrapolated to 0 M urea and the mop 

and mcl, fit from the complete data set, are shown in Table 1.  

Table 1: Parameters extrapolated to 0 M from the global fit for FNIII 2C 

Parameters  Value 95% Confidence Interval 

k!"!"# (s-1) 0.00027 0.00002 

k!"!"# (s-1) 4.8 0.4 

Closed state half-life (s) 2600 200 

Open state half-life (s) 0.14 0.01 

mcl (M-1) -0.65 0.02 

mop (M-1) 1.11 0.02 

∆G!"!"# (kcal/mol) 5.9 0.1 

K!"!"# 5.52 x 10-5 6.5 x 10-6 

meq (kcal mol-1 M-1) -1.05 0.02 

C1/2 (M) 5.6 0.1 

k!"#$!"#
 (M-1 s-1) 1700 3 

K!"#!"# 3.21 x 10-5 1.4 x 10-6 
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Figure 12: Kinetics of labeling the buried Cys in FNIII 2C by (a) manual 
spectrophotometer and (b) stopped – flow 

3.2.3 Stability of FNIII domains range from 0.8- 8.1 kcal/mol by SX 

In agreement the Trp fluorescence denaturation studies described above, the 

more precise SX experiments show that FNIII domains have a wide range of stabilities. 
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The stability (ΔGH2O in 0 M urea), and urea dependence of stability (meq), determined by 

Trp fluorescence and by SX, are listed in Table 3.  SX values are missing for FNIII 9C, 

which is in the EX1 regime at all urea concentrations, and FNIII 1C, which could not be 

fit. FNIII 11C is very unstable and has the lowest ΔGH2O = 0.78± 0.03 kcal/mol while FNIII 

10C is very stable to global opening and has the highest ΔGH2O = 8.17 ± 0.009 kcal/mol. 

The order of stabilities agrees with the Trp denaturation estimates. As an example, for 

FNIII 3C: ΔGH2O by SX= 3.4 ± 0.03 kcal/mol, ΔGH2O by Trp fluorescence = 3.8 ± 0.24 

kcal/mol. 

3.2.4 Most variation in FNIII domain stability is due to a wide range of 
kop 

A central finding of this study is that the global opening reaction to expose the 

engineered Cys buried in the FNIII domains is the same conformational reaction as 

global unfolding.  This finding is supported by the good fit to a two- state unfolding 

mechanism for most domains, and the agreement between the stabilities as measured by 

Trp fluorescence and those from SX for most domains (see Table 3).  However, it is 

important to properly model all of the possible routes by which the Cys residues can be 

exposed to the thiol-reactive reagent DTNB. In addition to global opening, Cys residues 

can become exposed through subglobal opening, which corresponds to a partial 

unfolding reaction, or they could open via local fluctuations in the structure.  These 

three opening mechanisms are distinguishable by their urea dependence, which is 
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greater for global unfolding, lower for subglobal unfolding and urea-independent for 

local state fluctuations.  

The domains whose Cys residues react exclusively via global unfolding include 

FNIII 3C, 6C, 7, 11C, 12C, Irisin and TNfn3. The SX data for these domains fit well to the 

simplest model (Eq. 3.11).  The key parameters describing the folding and unfolding 

kinetics of these domains are the rate constants for opening (unfolding) and closing 

(folding) at 0M urea (k!"!"# and k!"!"#, respectively). These parameters, which are listed in 

Table 2, are also used to determine the global stability of the domain, ∆G!"!"#. 

The SX data for two domains, FNIII 9C and 2C, did not fit well to a global 

opening alone model but did fit to a model that included an additional local opening 

reaction (local state fluctuations (76)) that allows the Cys to react without global 

unfolding.  This model is described in Eq. 3.13. For FNIII 2C, the model parameters 

include the equilibrium constant for local opening (KopL), which is unfavorable and 

much less than 1 and global opening parameters k!"!"#and k!"!"# (See Tables 1 and 

2).  FNIII 9C remained in the EX1 regime for global opening at all urea concentrations, 

therefore only k!"!"# but neither k!"!"# nor ∆G!"!"# could be determined from the SX data. 

The SX data for FNIII 10C did not fit well to either of these models.  Instead, it 

was necessary use a model (Eq. 3.14) that includes an additional sub-global opening 

(unfolding) reaction along with a global opening reaction to expose the buried Cys. The 

rate constants for sub-global opening (k!"#!"#
) and closing (k!"#!"#) define the rates at 0 M 
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urea for this conformational reaction. The kinetics for labeling for FNIII 10C lies 

predominantly in the EX2 regime. Only thermodynamics parameters and no kinetic 

parameters can be accurately obtained.  

 We initially tested FNIII 1C with the Cys located on the E strand, at the position of the 

natural Cys in FNIII 7 and irisin. FNIII 1 is a very stable domain, as assayed by Trp 

fluorescence, but the kinetics of labeling of FNIII 1C was rapid and didn’t change with 

increase in urea concentration from 0-2 M. The NMR structure of FNIII 1 (39) shows that 

the Y666 in FNIII 1, the amino acid on the E strand that we changed to Cys, appears to 

be only partially buried. The Ile at position 668, two amino acid’s away was totally 

buried. Hence, we created a Cys mutant of FNIII 1 at position 668. The kinetics of 

labeling of this mutant was also rapid and didn’t change with increase in urea 

concentration from 0-3 M (Appendix A). We tried fitting the data to a mechanism that 

involves a subglobal event but we were unsuccessful. Attempts to fit the labeling of the 

Y666C mutant were also unsuccessful.  We conclude that E strand of FNIII-1 has some 

strange unfolding/refolding kinetics, and have not included it in the analysis.   

The equations used for each of these fitting models are given in the Materials and 

Methods. The best-fit parameter values for each domain and the model used to obtain 

them are listed in Table 2 and 3.  It should be noted that the values of k!"!"# and k!"!"# for 

FNIII 10C, which was in the EX2 regime for most urea concentrations, are not listed in 

Table 2 because only their ratio can be determined in this regime, as described above. 
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The range of rate constants for unfolding and folding among FNIII domains 

allows us to determine the kinetic origins of the large range of observed stabilities.  The 

rate constants for global unfolding at 0 M urea (k!"!"#) vary more widely than the rate 

constant for folding (k!"!"#) (Fig. 13c). The half-lives for the closed and open states, which 

are more intuitive than rate constants, are plotted in Fig. 13a and b respectively.  The 

open-state half-lives varied less than two orders of magnitude, 0.14 ± 0.013 – 11.5 ± 0.5 s 

(Fig. 13b), while the closed-state half-lives varied by three orders of magnitude, from 42 

± 0.12 to 54600 ± 1100 s (Fig. 13a).  The half-lives are plotted together on a log scale in 

Fig. 13c.   
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Figure 13: (a) Closed state half lives and (b) open state half lives for the FNIII domains studied here. (c) Comparison of the closed 
and open state half-lives.  
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Table 2: Kinetic parameters extrapolated to 0 M for all FNIII domains studied. FNIII 2C*, FNIII 9C* were fit by a more complex 
model (Eq. 3.13). All FNIII 9C data was in the EX1 regime only kop and mop can be determined (Eq. 3.16). 

FNIII domain kop (s-1) kcl (s-1) mop mcl kchem KopL 
2C* 0.00027 (± 0.00002) 4.8 (± 0.4) 1.11 (± 0.02) -0.65 (± 0.02) 1700 (± 3) 3.2 x 10-5 (± 1.41  x  10-6) 
3C 0.0019 (± 0.00005) 0.55 (± 0.02) 1.53 (± 0.01)  -0.78 (± 0.02) 2100 (± 4) - 
6C 0.000013 (± 2.6 x 10-7) 0.14 (± 0.007) 1.52 (± 0.005) -0.2 (± 0.01) 2200 (± 5) - 
7 0.00007 (± 7.3  x  10-7)  1.39 (± 0.03) 0.96 (± 0.003) -1.21 (± 0.005) 1200 (± 0.06) - 

9C* 0.00003 (± 7.7  x  10-7) - 1.18 (± 0.008) - 11600 (± 80) 2.6 x 10-4  (± 2  x  10-6) 
11C 0.01649 (± 0.00036) 0.06 (± 0.003) 1.8 (± 0.05) -0.930 (± 0.09) 1400 (± 3) - 
12C 0.00022 (± 2.6  x  10-6) 0.3 (± 0.01) 1.13 (± 0.006) -1.3 (± 0.02) 3700 (± 6) - 

Irisin 0.0021 (± 0.000020) 1.88 (± 0.03) 0.718 (± 0.005) -1.65 (± 0.007) 5200 (± 9.4) - 
TNfn3 0.006 (± 0.0002) 0.72 (± 0.04) 0.55 (± 0.02) -1.96 (± 0.01) 6200 (± 11) - 
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Table 3: Comparison of thermodynamic parameters obtained from Trp fluorescence 
and SX. The parameters obtained by SX are extrapolated to 0 M for all FNIII domains 
studied. For FNIII 9C* no thermodynamic parameters were obtained by SX and FNIII 

10C* was fit using a more complex mechanism (Eq. 3.14) 

FNIII domain Technique ∆G (kcal/mol) meq(kcal mol-1 M-1) C1/2 (M) 
1C Trp 6.1 (± 0.1) -1.06 (± 0.17) 5.7 (± 0.1) 
2C SX 5.9 (± 0.07) -1.05 (± 0.02) 5.6 (± 0.1) 
2C Trp 4.7 (± 0.4) -0.81 (± 0.07) 5.8 (± 0.04) 
3C SX 3.4 (± 0.03) -1.39 (± 0.012)  2.5 (± 0.03) 
3C Trp 3.3 (± 1.0) -1.16 (± 0.34) 2.8 (± 0.2) 
3C Trp (SVD) 3.8 (± 0.2) -1.15 (± 0.07) 3.4 (± 0.04) 
6C SX 5.6 (± 0.03) -1.03 (± 0.0041) 5.4 (± 0.05) 
6C Trp 3.4 (± 0.8) -0.51 (± 0.16) 6.7 (± 0.7) 
7 SX 5.9 (± 0.01) -1.3 (± 0.02) 4.6 (± 0.02) 
7 Trp 5.5 (± 1.01) -1.18 (± 0.22) 4.6 (± 0.1) 

9C* Trp 3 (± 1.6) -0.87 (± 0.44) 3.4 (± 0.4) 
10C* SX 8.2 (± 0.009) -0.93 (± 0.002) 8.8 (± 0.02) 
10C Trp 10.6 (± 2.1) -1.21 (± 0.24) 8.8 (± 0.09) 
11C SX 0.78 (± 0.03) -1.64 (± 0.002) 0.48 (± 0.03) 
11C Trp 1.6 (± 0.7) 1.79 (± 0.66) 0.88 (± 0.1) 
12C SX 4.3 (± 0.02) -1.45 (± 0.006) 2.96 (± 0.02) 
12C Trp 5.4 (± 1.27) -1.47 (± 0.34) 3.7 (± 0.1) 

Irisin SX 4.1 (± 0.01) -1.42 (± 0.02) 2.9 (± 0.01) 
Irisin Trp 3.4 (± 0.8) -1.41 (± 0.31) 2.4 (± 0.1) 

TNfn3 SX 2.9 (± 0.04) -1.51 (± 0.03) 1.9 (± 0.04) 
TNfn3 Trp 2.5 (±2.4) -0.65 (± 0.6) 3.9 (± 0.9) 

 

3.2.5 Flanking domains modestly perturb the kinetics of FNIII 2C 

So far we have discussed the kinetics and thermodynamics of individual FNIII 

domains. FNIII domains in fibronectin naturally occur with other flanking FNIII 

domains. To study the effect of flanking FNIII domains on the kinetics and 

thermodynamics of individual FNIII domains we made two multi domain constructs 

with a buried Cys in only one FNIII domain in that construct. For example, we studied 
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the kinetics of Cys labeling in a multi-domain construct: FNIII 1-5(2C) where adjacent 

FNIII domains flank the Cys-containing domain (III2C). Fig. 14 shows the kinetics data 

for FNIII 1-5(2C), where the number in parentheses indicates that FNIII 2C contains the 

Cys.  Comparing the curves for the multi-domain construct to those of individual FNIII 

2C (Fig. 12a) we see that the kinetics of labeling are somewhat slower in FNIII1-5(2C), 

suggesting that FNIII (2C) is slightly stabilized by the flanking domains. In addition, the 

kinetics of labeling in the multi-domain construct had a faster burst phase 

(demonstrated by the rising level of the first data point) followed by a slower phase. 

Similar results were obtained with the multi-domain construct FNIII 4-7(6C, 7A) where 

FNIII 6 has the buried Cys mutation and the natural Cys in FNIII 7 is changed to Ala. 
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Figure 14: Kinetics of labeling the buried Cys in FNIII 2C (a)  when it is 
flanked by other domains in the multi-domain construct FNIII 1-5 (2C) and as a (b) 

single domain. 

3.3 Discussion 

3.3.1 Opening and closing kinetics that expose the buried Cys in 
most FNIII domains is due to global unfolding and folding. 

Opening and closing kinetics in the FNIII domains that exposes the buried Cys 

can be due to global, sub-global or local unfolding (92). Differentiation between these 

opening events is possible due to their difference in urea and DTNB dependence. If the 

rate of labeling of the buried Cys increases with increase in denaturant concentration 

then the opening event is global. On the other hand, if the rate of labeling shows no urea 

dependence then the opening is due to local unfolding. Local unfolding is only 

observable if the domain is sufficiently stable. For most of the FNIII domains, the rate of 

labeling of the buried Cys by DTNB increases with increase in urea concentration 

(Appendix A) and the data fit to the two state mechanism (Material and Methods). The 
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Cys in these FN III domains is exposed due to global unfolding hence ku = kop and kf = 

kcl. 

For FNIII domains 1C, 10C, and 9C at low urea concentration the rate of DTNB 

labeling has little or no urea dependence.  However, at higher urea concentrations, the 

rate of labeling becomes strongly urea dependent.  The conventional interpretation of 

these results is to attribute labeling at low urea to local or sub-global opening reactions. 

However, we believe that there is an alternative mechanism that will fit the data 

equivalently, at least in the EX2 regime: 

 

  P ∗ DTNB  !!"#$%
! ∗ !"#$ P!  

k!"!
⇌
k!"!

  P!   +   DTNB !!"#$! ∗ !"#$   P ∗ DTNB (3.1) 

This mechanism assumes that the dye can penetrate to the Cys thiol even in the 

closed state, with no opening necessary at all.  By this interpretation, the conformational 

state of the protein determines the local environment of the thiol, which in turn 

determines the second-order rate constant for chemistry (k!"#$%!  vs. k!"#$! ). All the rate 

constants vary with the addition of denaturant hence the superscript ‘D’. The reactivity 

of Cys can be very sensitive to its local environment especially the presence of charges 

(80). For instance, a perturbation of the thiol pKa of just 0.3 units would alter kchem by a 

factor of 2 (79).  Because this mechanism gives mathematically equivalent reaction 
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kinetics to the conventional local opening mechanism, the two mechanisms cannot be 

distinguished from SX data alone.    

3.3.2 Advantages of global fitting the thiol reactivity data 

Global fitting the SX data is a powerful method for data analysis. This approach 

allows the fitting of multiple labeling curves obtained over a wide range of denaturant 

and thiol reactive reagent concentrations as one dataset.  The different denaturant and 

thiol reactive reagent concentrations allows the data to span all the kinetic regimes: EX1, 

EX2 and EXX and also helps constrain the model to obtain an accurate estimate of the 

rate constant of folding and unfolding in water. Previous analyses of SX have fit 

separate curves to obtain the kobs for each concentration of thiol reactive dye and 

denaturant, and the separate results are extrapolated to zero denaturant (77).  Our global 

fitting treats all data together to determine the five most important parameters:  

kopH2O, kcl, m, m kchem.  The separate fittings to each denaturant concentration are 

also obtained (Appendix A). 

3.3.3 The refolding rate constant is similar for all the FNIII domains; 
the unfolding rate constant varies with thermodynamic stability 

FNIII domains have a wide range of thermodynamic stability as measured by 

chemical denaturation.  There has been a debate in the literature over whether stability 

is related primarily to the folding rate constant or the unfolding rate constant. Earlier 

studies suggested that stability correlated with the folding rate constant. This 

interpretation is based on studies of FNIII 9 and 10 from FN, and TNfn3 from tenascin 
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(70, 71). All three proteins are included in our study. These early studies focused heavily 

on FNIII 10, whose high stability and high folding kinetics anchored the top of the 

curves.  In my study FNIII 10 is a distinct outlier and removing it weakens the 

correlations noted in these early studies. 

The other school of thought is that the folding rate constant is affected primarily 

by contact order and hence topology. Plaxco et al (90) studied a set of twelve single-

domain proteins that folded with simple two state kinetics and lacked disulfide bonds 

and cis prolines. They found no significant correlation between the stability of the 

protein and refolding kinetics. Instead they found that the refolding rate constant was 

highly dependent on relative contact order, a measure of local and non-local contacts in 

a protein's native structure. Broom et al (91) corroborated their result and showed that 

the unfolding rate also correlated with contact order, although less well.  They 

concluded that “unfolding rates correlate better with thermodynamic stability.” 

 My study is the first study to use the technique of thiol exchange to 

compare ten proteins sharing the same topology and it is largely consistent with the 

conclusion of Plaxco et al (90). All FNIII domains have the same beta sandwich structure 

and hence should have very similar contact orders. Eight of them have folding rate 

constants that vary by a factor of 80. The rate constants of folding and unfolding for 

FNIII 10 couldn’t be determined since my data predominantly spanned the EX2 regime. 

Previous studies on FNIII 10 using Trp fluorescence have reported a very rapid 
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refolding rate. One such study whose experimental conditions: 25 °C and pH 5.2  are 

similar to mines reported a folding rate constant of 155 s-1 (70). This refolding rate 

constant is 35 times faster than the fastest folding domain in my study and we conclude 

that FNIII 10 is a distinct outlier. The equilibrium constants and hence stability vary by a 

factor of 5 x 103 while the unfolding rate constants of the domains we studied are in the 

range of 2 x 103. Since the refolding rate constants are very similar for all of these 

homologous domains, the unfolding rate constant is necessarily strongly correlated with 

stability (Fig. 15). 

This is illustrated in Fig. 15, which plots the ln of kop and kcl against the unfolding 

DG.  kop is highly correlated with ∆G, whereas kcl is poorly correlated.  In fact, if we 

remove the point for the very unstable FNIII 11, the one on the bottom left, there is no 

correlation at all of kcl with ∆G. 

It is worth noting that the folding rate constants for these FNIII domains are at 

the very slow end of small proteins and domains.  Jackson tabulates published values 

for ~50 small proteins, and with few exceptions they range from 50 s-1 to 10,000 s-1. Small 

beta-sandwich proteins including FN III domains and immunoglobulin domains have a 

contact order between 17-19.7 (93), but the immunoglobulin domains fold much faster 

than the FNIII. Thus, contact order is probably not the only factor.  

The FNIII domains of FN and tenascin are arranged as tandem repeats, and one 

might imagine that the folding rates serve a purpose to prevent misfolding.  However, 
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irisin is the ectodomain of the transmembrane protein FNDC5, and it exists as a single 

FNIII domain.  Additional insight will be needed to determine the underlying origin of 

the slow folding of FNIII domains. 

3.3.4 Biological significance of the wide range of stabilities and 
kinetics 

FNIII domains are topologically identical, yet have a wide range of stabilities and 

unfolding rates. A range of stabilities, controlled by the unfolding rates, or vice versa, 

may be important for the physical properties of FN. Since cognate FNIII domains in FN 

from different species are well conserved, it raises the question whether the unfolding 

rates are an evolved trait or just an accident in nature.    

From my work, FNIII 11C is the most unstable domain. It is unfolded 50% of the 

time. This instability might provide a region of flexibility in FNIII 2-14. This major 

segment of FN has no linkers and crystal structures of FN7-10 and FN12-14 suggest that 

it behaves like a rigid rod (35, 38). FNIII 2-14 plays an important role in the compact 

conformation of FN (12). An electrostatic bond between FNIII 12-14 of one subunit in the 

dimer, and FNIII 2-3 of the other may stabilize the pretzel-like conformation of FN. To 

form the pretzel a region of flexibility is required in the otherwise rigid section of the 

FN. The unstable FNIII 11C might facilitate the compact conformation of FN by 

providing a region of flexibility.  
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Figure 15: Relationship between change in free energy of unfolding with (a) ln (kop) 

and (b) ln (kcl). Note the difference in R2 values. FNIII 10C and 9C data are not 
included. 
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3.3.5 Comparison of my refolding and kinetics of FNIII domains with 
the past studies. 

The kinetics of folding and unfolding of four FNIII domains: FNIII 10, FNIII 9, FNIII 3 

and the third FNIII domain in tenascin (TNfn3) have been studied at different 

temperatures and pH, and cannot be compared in detail to my numbers. Stine et al. (72) 

studied the kinetics of folding and unfolding of FNIII 3 at 23 °C and pH 7.4 in guanidine 

using Trp fluorescence. My SX experiments were at 25 °C and pH 7.5 in urea, very 

similar to the conditions of Stein et al.  The free energy change for unfolding was very 

similar for the two studies (Table 4), although my SX value is a bit lower. However, the 

kinetics in the Stine et al study were 30-60 fold faster for both unfolding and folding in 

the guanidine/Trp study compared to my SX kinetics.  This discrepancy in the rate 

constants might be due to the difference in probes used, but we do not have a good 

explanation at present. 

 An alternative assay of domain folding kinetics was obtained in studies that used 

an atomic force microscope to mechanically unfold FN or tenascin.  The refolding rates 

were determined by relaxing the stretched polypeptide to its original length, and 

determining the number of domains refolded after variable lag times.  For the 15 FNIII 

domains of tenascin, a minor component refolded at 42 s-1, and the major component at 

0.5 s-1 (94).  For polyproteins of FN domains FNIII 12-13, the refolding was at 0.6 s-1(56).  

These rates, determined by a completely different assay, agree remarkably with the slow 

refolding rates that we determined with SX.    
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Table 4: Comparison of the change in free energy of unfolding from my study 
(gray rows) and Stine et al (72) (white rows). 

FNIII domain ∆G 
SX 3.4 (± 0.03) 

Trp Equilibrium (SVD) 3.8 (± 0.2) 
Trp Equilibrium* 4 (± 0.26) 

Trp kinetics* 3.89 (± 0.12) 
 

3.3.6 Labeling FNIII domains in cell culture 

Lemmon et al (59) generated FN molecules with a buried Cys in a single FNIII 

domain, and assayed their labeling after incorporation into FN matrix fibrils. They 

found that six of the fifteen FNIII domains could be labeled by fluorescein maleimide 

during a one-hour incubation (59). The labeling of the domains could be due to several 

mechanisms:  (a) tension-induced unfolding; (b) unfolding as part of FN-FN bond 

formation during fibril assembly; or (c) spontaneous unfolding and refolding of 

domains. From my study (Fig. 13) we conclude that domains FNIII 11C and 3C are open 

spontaneously enough to be labeled in the one hour labeling time of Lemmon et al.  On 

the other hand, for domains FNIII 2C, 6C, 9C and 12C, spontaneous unfolding cannot 

explain their labeling. Labeling of these domains in cell culture may be due to tension-

induced unfolding, or to a domain opening that occurs upon bond formation in matrix 

assembly.  The latter seems most likely, especially for FNIII 2, which was the most stable 

domain to mechanical unfolding (56). 
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3.4 Materials and Methods 

3.4.1 Protein expression and purification 

BL21 or C41 bacteria were transformed with pET15b vectors containing his-

tagged individual FNIII domains with the Cys mutation introduced at the location of the 

natural Cys in FNIII 7 (59). Irisin has a native Cys at the exact location as the Cys in 

FNIII 7 (89).  The sequences of the FNIII domains and the locations of the Cys are 

summarized in Table 5.  Proteins were purified using standard procedures (59).  

Table 5: Amino acid sequences of the FNIII domains studied. The letters in 
lower case represent the His tag, the underlined letters represent the extra amino acids 

due to the cloning sites and the red letter is the location of the Cys mutant. 

Domain    Amino acid sequence 

FNIII 1C (m)gsshhhhhhssglvprgshmHMTSSGPVEV….SYTCKGL …FDFTTTGT 

FNIII 2C (m)gsshhhhhhssglvprgshmHMTSSPLVAT….ATSCNID…STSQTTGT 

FNIII 3C (m)gsshhhhhhssglvprgshmHMTSAPDAPP….ANSCTLS…GTPRSDGT 

FNIII 6C (m)gsshhhhhhssglvprgshmHMTSLQPGSS….SGSCVVS…VNKVVTGT 

FNIII 7 (m)gsshhhhhhssglvprgshmHMTSPLSPPT….QSSCTFD…SDTIIPGT 

FNIII 9C (m)gsshhhhhhssglvprgshmHMTSGLDSPT….RNSCTLT…IGQQSTGT 

FNIII 10C (m)gsshhhhhhssglvprgshmHMTSVSDVPR….KSTCTIS…SINYRTGT 

FNIII 11C (m)gsshhhhhhssglvprgshmHMTSEIDKPS….QTECTIE…VQTAVTGT 

FNIII 12C (m)gsshhhhhhssglvprgshmHMTSIPAPTD….SSSCVVS…VVTTLEGT 

Irisin (m)gsshhhhhhssglvprgshmSPSAPVN….TRSCALW…KDEVTMKE 

TNfn3 (m)RLDAP….SLICRRG… ETFTT 
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3.4.2 Protein stability assay by Trp fluorescence 

Almost all FNIII domains have a single buried tryptophan in the B strand. When 

excited at 280 nm this Trp has an emission peak at 320 nm. Denaturation of the protein 

in urea exposes the Trp to solvent and the emission peak shifts to 350 nm.  We used the 

ratio of emission at 350/320 as the measure of unfolding in 0-9 M urea. Individual FNIII 

domains were added to phosphate buffered saline (1.4 mM KH2PO4, 0.14 M NaCl, 2.5 

mM KCl, 5 mM NaH2PO4, pH 7.2) containing different amounts of urea so that the final 

concentration of protein was 1 µM and that of urea was 0-9 M. Phosphate buffered 

saline, pH 7.2 was prepared by mixing salts in the specified proportion. The protein was 

incubated in the buffers for 10 min prior to assay. A Shimadzu RF5301PC 

spectrofluorometer was used to measure the fluorescence emission spectrum between 

300 – 400 nm, with excitation at 280 nm and slit widths of 3 nm for both excitation and 

emission. The ratio of emission at 350/320 nm was used as the measure of denaturation 

at each urea concentration. This data was fit to a simple two state equilibrium model for 

protein folding and unfolding (Eq. 3.2) where: 

 

 F  
k!!
⇌
k!!

   U (3.2) 

Where: 

F - folded protein 

U- unfolded protein 
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k!! – rate constant for unfolding that varies with denaturant (D) 

k!!  – rate constant for folding that varies with denaturant (D) 

  

 ∆G!"# = RT ln K!"!"# = RT ln k!!"# − k!!"#  (3.3) 

 ∆G! = RT ln K!"! = RT ln k!! − k!!  (3.4) 

Where:  

K!"!"# – Equilibrium constant for unfolding in H2O = k!!"# / k!!"# 

K!"!  – Equilibrium constant for unfolding in denaturant (D) = k!! / k!! 

R - Gas constant 

T - Temperature 

∆GH2O- the free energy for unfolding in H2O (the positive value indicates unfolding is 

unfavorable). 

∆GD – the free energy for unfolding in denaturant concentration D  

Rearranging Eq. 3.4: 

 

 K!"! = exp(!∆!
!

!" ) (3.5) 

According to the linear extrapolation theory:  

 ∆G! = ∆G!"# +m!"[U] (3.6) 

 ∆G!"# = −D!"#$ ∗m!" (3.7) 

Where: 
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Dhalf – denaturant concentration where 50% of protein is unfolded 

meq – a constant defining the denaturant dependence of ΔG (this is a negative number, 

meaning that higher denaturant makes unfolding favorable) 

D – denaturant concentration 

At equilibrium the fraction of unfolded protein and folded protein are obtained from the 

following equation: 

 Fraction unfolded = P! =
!!"!

!!!!"!
 (3.8) 

 

 Fraction folded = P! = !
!!!!"!

  (3.9) 

Both fraction of unfolded protein and fraction of folded protein contributes to the total 

fluorescence signal and these populations vary with denaturant concentration. 

 Fluorescence intensity =PU * Signal unfolded + PF * Signal folded (3.10) 

Where: 

Signal unfolded – Fluorescence intensity of a completely unfolded protein 

Signal folded– Fluorescence intensity of a completely folded protein 

The equilibrium denaturation data obtained by Trp fluorescence is fit to Eq. 3.10 to 

obtain the meq, Chalf and the fluorescence intensities of a completely folded and unfolded 

protein.  
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3.4.3 Thiol labeling to assay domain unfolding-folding 

Previous work from my lab used 7-Diethylamino-3-(4'-Maleimidylphenyl)-4-

Methylcoumarin (CPM) to assay the spontaneous folding and unfolding of selected 

FNIII domains in solution (59). CPM is a thiol reactive coumarin, which is very weakly 

fluorescent. Upon reacting with a thiol it forms a thioether conjugate that is highly 

fluorescent. Thus, the labeling of thiols can be followed over time using fluorescence. 

Product descriptions for CPM from different vendors give different opinions on the 

solubility of CPM in water: from ‘soluble’ to ‘partly miscible’ to ‘insoluble’. My 

preliminary experiments with CPM (data not shown) showed that the maximum 

concentration of CPM in aqueous buffer is ~1.5 µM.  The previous study (59) used a 

higher CPM concentration, resulting in an effective 1.5 µM soluble CPM in all cases.  For 

my study we wanted the labeling reactions to be pseudo first order, with the dye 

concentration > 10-fold higher than the protein. Using CPM as the thiol reactive dye 

would mean that the protein concentration would have to be 150 nm or lower.  Hence, 

we used DTNB (Ellman’s reagent) in my work. This dye has been used extensively for 

thiol quantification and is soluble in phosphate buffer up to 5 mM.  

5,5’-Dithiobis(2-nitrobenzoic acid) (DTNB) (74) was used to probe the exposure 

of Cys (74). When DTNB reacts with a Cys, a displacement reaction cleaves it to form 2-

nitro-5-thiobenzoic acid anion (TNB-). This anion absorbs at 412 nm, providing a 

measure of the reaction.  
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FNIII domain and DTNB solutions were prepared separately in 50 mM 

phosphate buffer pH 7.5 (14 mM KH2PO4, 37.3 mM K2HPO4).  A 10 M urea stock solution 

was made in 50 mM phosphate buffer and the pH of urea, FNIII and DTNB stocks were 

adjusted to 7.5 as described in detail (66). Prior to the experiment the FNIII domain and 

DTNB were diluted into the desired urea concentration to give 20 µM FNIII and 200 µM 

DTNB. The protein was incubated in the buffer containing 0-9 M urea for ten min before 

mixing.   

For slow reactions, which reached a plateau after ~200 s, the absorbance at 412 

nm was monitored with a Shimadzu UV-2401PC spectrophotometer in the kinetic mode. 

A quartz cuvette was used with a path length of 10 mm. 300 µl DTNB solution was 

added to the cuvette followed by 300 µl protein solution, each containing the same urea 

concentration. The final concentrations in the cuvette were 10 µM FNIII and 100 µM 

DTNB. The protein and dye were mixed by hand for 15 s in the cuvette after which 

absorbance was monitored. The sample chamber was maintained at 25 °C.  

For fast reactions, which reached a plateau before 200 s, we used an SX20 

stopped-flow instrument from Applied Photophysics. The apparatus was first rinsed 

with distilled water followed by urea solution in phosphate buffer. One syringe was 

rinsed and filled with 20 µM protein solution in urea-phosphate buffer, and the other 

was rinsed and filled with 200 µM DTNB. The concentration of urea solution used to 

rinse the apparatus was the same as that of the protein and DTNB solutions for a 
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particular run. The protein and DTNB were mixed 1:1 in the stopped-flow cell to initiate 

the reaction.  FNIII and DTNB solutions were maintained in a water bath at 25 °C for ten 

min prior to mixing, and the sample chamber was maintained at 25 °C. 

3.4.4 Models used for fitting Cys labeling data 

For each protein the data files for all urea concentrations, from both the stopped-

flow apparatus and manual spectrophotometer were imported into a Mathematica 

notebook. For the spectrophotometer data, a 15 s lag was added to the dataset. This lag 

is the time before the start of data acquisition required for manual mixing. For the 

stopped-flow data, the first data point was subtracted from the dataset to ensure all 

kinetic data started at the same point. This manipulated data was combined into one 

dataset for fitting. This dataset was globally fit to one of the models shown below. Most 

of the datasets fit to Model 1.   

(i) Model 1- global unfolding 

 P!     
k!"!
⇌
k!"!

    P!    +    DTNB       !!"#
!

   P ∗ TNB (3.11) 

In this model, a closed domain PC opens with an opening rate constant k!"! , and the open 

domain PO closes with a closing rate constant k!"! . All the rate constants that vary with 

denaturant have a superscript ‘D’. I am using k!"!  and k!"!  to designate the rates of 

exposure of the buried Cys. When the exposure of Cys is due to only to global unfolding 

then k!"! =k!! and k!"!=k!! (more complex cases are discussed below in Models 2 and 3). 
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 Only the open state with the Cys exposed can react with DTNB, and it reacts 

with an intrinsic rate constant, k!"#! . This rate constant is a product of the DTNB 

concentration [DTNB] and the second order rate constant for DTNB reacting with a free 

Cys, k!"#$! . Because the labeling can be affected by amino acids flanking the Cys, we 

determined k!"#$!  separately for each domain.  The DTNB labeling reaction is a pseudo 

first order reaction, so k!"#$!  can be determined by changing the DTNB concentration (it 

is the slope of the plot k!"#!  vs DTNB concentration). To accurately determine the k!"#$! , 

we added an additional curve at 8 M urea where we doubled the DTNB concentration 

(to ~200 µM). We also gave k!"#$!  a urea dependence as described by equation 3.12, and 

used the fixed value mchem =  -0.1, as determined previously by Sridevi and Udgaonkar 

(77), for all FNIII domains except FNIII10 C  (this domain gave a satisfactory fit only if 

mchem was variable and after fitting the value we obtain is -0.35). 

 ln (k!"#$! ) = ln(k!"#$!"# )   +   m!"#$ [U ] (3.12) 

(ii) Model 2 – global unfolding plus local structural fluctuation 

 P ∗ TNB  
!!"#

!!!!"#
!!"#$! ∗ !"#$

P!  
k!"!
⇌
k!"!

  P!   +   DTNB !!"#$! ∗ !"#$   P ∗ TNB (3.13) 

In this model, the buried Cys is exposed to DTNB in two ways: in the unfolded 

state due to global unfolding and also in the folded state due to a local structural 

fluctuation (LSF) (76).  The exposed Cys interacts with DTNB with the same rate 

constant k!"#!  = k!"#$!  [DTNB] in both cases. The LSF is represented by the equilibrium 
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constant KopL assuming that it occurs in the EX2 regime only. LSFs are denaturant 

independent.  

(iii) Model 3 – subglobal unfolding 

P − TNB !!"#$
! ∗ !"#$   P!  

k!"#!

⇌
k!"#!

P!
k!"!
⇌
k!"!

P! + DTNB
!!"#$! ∗ !"#$ P ∗ TNB   (3.14) 

In this model, the buried Cys is exposed to DTNB in two ways: in the unfolded state due 

to global unfolding and also in the folded state due to a sub-global opening event 

(92).  The exposed Cys interacts with DTNB with the same rate constant k!"#$!
 [DTNB] 

in both cases. The subglobal opening event is represented by two rate constants: k!"#!
 

and k!"#!  that have their individual urea dependence: mopS and mclS respectively. 

For model 1, the simplest case, the observed rate constant of labeling is given by:  

 

 k!"#! = !!"!  !!"#!

!!"! !!!"!!!!"#!    (3.15) 

 

Kinetics of labeling can occur via three regimes: EX1, EX2 and EXX. These 

regimes apply to the native state and low urea, where k!"!  << k!"! .  They do not apply to 

higher urea where k!"!  ≅ k!"! , nor in any case where k!"!  ~> k!"#! .  In all previous SX 

studies, these regimes were identified to simplify the analysis of SX data by fitting the 

individual transients to an observed rate constant, kobs.  Because this introduces 

unnecessary fitting errors, we chose not to fit to kobs but instead globally fitted all of the 
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SX transients for a given domain, collected over a wide range of urea concentrations to 

the parameters of the fitting model.  This made designation of the SX regime 

unnecessary except to enable proper interpretation of parameter values (see Results).  In 

the EX1 and EX2 regimes, the relationship of k!"#!
 to the other rate constants shown in 

equation 3.15 reduces to simpler forms:  

1.  EX1 regime: when k!"!<< k!"#! , the observed rate constant (k!"#!
) is approximately equal 

to the opening rate constant k!"!  (Eq. 3.16). Kinetic parameter kop can be obtained directly 

from data in this regime.  

 k!"#! ≅ k!"!  (3.16) 

 

2.  EX2 regime: when k!"!  >> k!"#! , the observed rate constant (k!"#!
) is equal to the product 

of the equilibrium constant of opening (K!"! = !!"!
!!"!
) and the intrinsic rate constant k!"#!  

(Eq. 3.17). The thermodynamic parameter K!"!  can be obtained directly from data in this 

regime. 

 

 k!"#! ≅ K!"! ∗ k!"#!  (3.17) 

 

3. EXX regime: when the ratio between k!"!  and k!"#!  is within the range 0.1 - 10 i.e. k!"!  ≅ 

k!"#! , the observed rate constant (k!"#!
) is the more complex function of all rate constants 
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(Eq. 3.15). Although mathematically complex, this is the regime that provides the most 

powerful fitting of the kinetic parameters.  

 It is important to emphasize that we do not fit my kinetics data at each 

denaturant concentration to k!"#! . Equations 3.15 – 3.17 are presented only to emphasize 

the importance of the data spanning these different regimes and the different parameters 

obtained in each regime. 

 My kinetics data obtained over a wide range of urea for a particular domain was 

globally fit to a model (Model 1, Model 2 or Model 3) that includes the urea dependence 

of opening and closing. Differential equations describing the time-dependence of all 

species were solved either with the kinetic matrix method (95) or by numerical 

integration in Mathematica. For all the FNIII domains studied here except FNIII 10C we 

used the rate matrix method. FNIII 10 was fit using Model 3 and was too complicated 

for Mathematica to fit using the rate matrix method. Hence, we used the numerical 

integration method to fit the data.  

As an example, the differential equations describing Model 1 are presented below: 

 P!     
k!"!
⇌
k!"!

    P!    +    DTNB       !!"#
!

   P ∗ TNB  

The rates of formation of PC, PO and P-TNB are given by: 

 ! !!
!" = k!"! P! − k!"! [P!] (3.18) 

 ! !!
!" = k!"! P! − k!"! P! − k!"#! [P!] (3.19) 
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 !(!!!"#)
!" = k!"#! [P!] (3.20) 

The kinetic matrix method converts Eq. 3.18 -3.20 into a matrix and the matrix is read 

from column to row: 

 !!  !!  ! − !"# 

(3.21) 
!!  −k!"!  k!"!  0 

!!  k!"!  (−k!"! − k!"#! ) 0 

! − !"# 0 k!"#!  0 

 

This matrix is solved using the matrix eigenvalue method and the time dependence of 

the concentration of all species is obtained.  On the other hand, Eqs. 3.18-20 are 

numerically integrated to obtain the population of all species as a function of time. The 

absorbance signal (Abs) is due to the formation of the reacted protein with DTNB (P * 

TNB). Thus, the detected signal is a reflection of the concentration of only this species. 

The maximum absorbance is reached when the population of P * TNB reaches 1 

(AbsMax), so the time-dependent absorbance is: 

 Abs!! = (Population of P ∗ TNB)!! ∗ AbsMax   (3.22) 

This is the function fitted to the experimental data. The function describing the time 

dependence of the population of P*TNB is mathematically complex and depends on the 

following parameters: k!"! , k!"! , k!"#! , AbsMax. It is important to note that we are primarily 

interested in obtaining the k!"!"# and k!"!"# for all the domains studied because in most 
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cases these parameters correspond to k!!"# and k!!"# constants for these domains (buried 

Cys is exposed due to global unfolding).  

  Addition of urea shifts the equilibrium towards the open state by altering the 

rate constants k!"!  and k!"! . For a two-state process the logarithm of the rate constants of 

opening and closing show a linear dependence on the concentration of denaturant, as 

described by equations 3.23 and 3.24.  This is the formalism used in previous SX studies 

(75, 76). 

  ln (k!"! ) = ln  (k!"!"#)   +   m!" [U] (3.23) 

 ln (k!"!) = (k!"!"#)   +   m!" [U] (3.24) 

Hence, in my fitting model we include this linear dependence. The Abs!! is now a set of 

complex mathematical equations comprising the following parameters: 

k!"!"#, k!"!"#, m!", m!", k!"!!"# and AbsMax. Mathematica fits the kinetics data from all the 

different urea concentrations globally to these parameters and the rate constants in 

water and their urea dependencies are obtained. 

The equilibrium constant and its associated free energy vary linearly with denaturant,  

giving an meq.  This is related to the mop and mcl  by the following:  

 K!"!"# =
!!"!"#
!!"!"#

   (3.25) 

 ΔG!"!"# = −RT lnK!"!"#   (3.26) 

 m!" = RT(m!" −m!") (3.27) 
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Finally, the rate constants k!"!"# and k!"!"#can be transformed into the more obvious half-

life as:  

 Closed state half-life = !.!"#!!"!"#
   (3.28) 

 Open state half-life = !.!"#!!"!"#
   (3.29) 
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4. Determining the shortest fragment of FNIII2∆G that 
can interact with the N-terminal region of FN. 

The mechanism of FN matrix assembly is still unknown and the exact FN-FN 

bonds necessary to facilitate fibril formation are still a mystery. This chapter presents the 

results of a detailed study aimed at evaluating the shortest fragment of a deletion 

mutant of FNIII 2 that has been shown to interact with the N terminal region of FN. 

4.1 Introduction 

The proposed mechanism for FN matrix assembly suggests that FN binding to 

integrins initiates the assembly. This binding induces cell contractility and the cells exert 

tension on the FN molecules. The tension on the FN molecules facilitates FN – FN 

interactions. The nature of these FN-FN interactions and the regions of FN participating 

in them are not known. Two regions of FN have been implicated in forming FN-FN 

interactions: the N terminal region (70 kDa) and FNIII 2.  

4.1.1 70 kDa 

70 kDa fragment of FN comprises of nine FNI domains (FNI 1-9) and two FNII domains 

(FNII 1-2). Deletion mutants of FN lacking this fragment are unable to form matrix 

fibrils. In 70 kDa, domains FNI 1-5 are most important (9).  Addition of 70 kDa fragment 

to cell culture inhibits matrix formation (48). 70 kDa has been found to interact with 

other FNIII domains like FNIII 2, FNIII 12-14 and denatured FNIII 1. It also binds 

collagen, gelatin, heparin, fibrin and bacterial adhesions (18).  
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4.1.1.1 Bacterial adhesins bind 70 kDa via tandem ß zippers 

Bacteria adhere to host cells to aid their colonization. Bacterial adhesion is the 

first step for bacterial pathogenesis that prevents the clearance of bacteria by host 

defense system. Proteins present on the surface of the bacteria called ‘Adhesins’ facilitate 

bacterial adhesion. Bacteria have multiple adhesins on their cell surface and these 

proteins bind specifically and tightly to integrins, mannose containing glycoproteins and 

extracellular matrix proteins (96). Adhesins that bind extracellular proteins are called 

‘Microbial surface components recognizing adhesive matrix molecules’ or MSCRAMMS. 

Fibronectin binding proteins (FnBPs) are a sub group of MSCRAMMS (97).   

FNBPs of gram-positive bacteria are made up of a number of FN binding repeats 

(FnBRs). They are usually ≅40 amino acids long and are intrinsically disordered in the 

absence of FN and adopt an ordered conformation once they are bound to 70 kDa (98). 

NMR structure of B3 peptide bound to FNI 1-2 derived from FNBB from S. dysgalactiae 

showed that the adhesin binds FNI 1-2 via a tandem ß -zipper. This protein-protein 

interaction involved the addition of a fourth ß strand to the three-strand sheet of both 

FNI domains (Fig. 16). The addition of the ß strand is called tandem because the B3 

peptide forms the additional ß strand on both FNI domains. The full peptide extends 

along at least four FNI domains, FNI 1-4. The tandem ß –zipper is a common mechanism 

by which bacterial adhesins interact with FN.  Crystal structures of peptides of FNBRs 1 

and 5 in FNBPA from S. aureus also show tandem ß –zipper formation with FNI 2-5 (99). 
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The tandem ß –zipper protein-protein interaction has also been proposed for other 

bacterial adhesins like BBK32 from B.burgoferi (100) and FUD from S. pyogenes (101).  

This strongly suggests that other peptides, including specifically an unfolded FNIII 2, 

may bind to 70 kDa by the tandem beta zipper mechanism. 

 

Figure 16: Ribbon diagram of the tandem ß zipper formed by B3 (red) with 
FNI 1-2 (cyan) (102). 

4.1.2 III2∆G 

FNIII 2 has been proposed to be the major binding partner of FNI 1-9.  Solid 

phase binding assays have shown that FNIII 1-2 and FNIII 2 can bind FN and 70 kDa 
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when it adheres to plastic (103). FN deletion mutants lacking FNIII 2 result in thicker 

and shorter fibrils as compared to wild type FN in cell culture (41). 

4.1.2.1 Unfolding of FNIII 2 is important for interaction with FNI 1-9 

Ohashi et al (51) showed that an unstable mutant of FNIII 2, FNIII 2∆G, can bind 

FNI 1-9. FNIII 2∆G is missing the G strand (Fig. 17a). They used Fluorescence resonance 

energy transfer (FRET) to detect the interaction. FRET is radiationless transfer of energy 

from an excited donor to an acceptor. This transfer of energy is sensitive to the distance 

between the donor and the acceptor. Occurrence of FRET can be seen through the 

emission spectra of the donor and the acceptor, where the acceptor quenches the donor 

fluorescence and there is an increase in the acceptor fluorescence. On the other hand, 

when there is a conformational change or a ligand interaction, which distances the 

donor and the acceptor, FRET doesn’t occur or occurs less efficiently. This can be seen in 

the increase in donor fluorescence and decrease in acceptor fluorescence in the emission 

spectrum (104).  

Ohashi et al. used CFP/YFP as the donor/acceptor pair while using FRET to 

study the interaction between FNIII 2∆G and FNI 1-9 (51). They introduced YFP as the 

acceptor at the N-terminus of FNIII 2∆G, and CFP as the donor at the C- terminus (Fig. 

17b). The fluorescence emission spectra of CFP (477 nm) and YFP (534 nm) with and 

without FNI 1-9 are shown in Fig. 17. In the presence of FNI 1-9 (dotted line, Fig.17c), 

there is an increase in CFP emission and a decrease in YFP emission as compared to the 
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spectra without FNI 1-9 (solid line, Fig. 17c). This result is consistent with the fact that 

FNI 1-9 interacts with FNIII 2∆G, which increases the distances between the YFP and 

CFP and reduces FRET. Addition of FUD (bacterial adhesion from S. pyogenes) disrupts 

the FNI 1-9 and FNIII 2∆G interaction and the FRET was increased.  This data led to the 

hypothesis that the interaction between FNI 1-9 and FNIII 2∆G is also via a tandem ß –

zipper (51). For the present study, we wanted to determine the minimum deletion 

mutant of FNIII 2 required to bind FNI 1-9 using the same FRET technique described 

here. 

 

Figure 17: (a) Ribbon diagram of FNIII 10C. The G strand was deleted in FNIII 
2∆G (b) Recombinant FNIII 2∆G with YFP and CFP as acceptor/donor pair (c) 

Emission spectra with and without FNI 1-9 if the YFP/CFP acceptor/donor pair in 
FNIII 2∆G (51). 

4.2 Results 

4.2.1 FNIII 2 ABC is the smallest fragment that interacts with 70 kDa 

FNIII 2 with only the first three out of seven strands i.e. A, B and C, is the shortest 

fragment that interacts with 70 kDa. We made four FRET constructs of deletion mutants 

of FNIII 2∆G, each one has one more strand deleted than the previous one (Fig. 17) with 
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CFP/YFP as the donor/acceptor pair. The emission spectra of CFP/YFP in the absence 

(solid lines) and presence of FNI 1-9 (dashed lines) are shown in Fig. 18. In the absence 

of FNI 1-9, the CFP fluorescence is quenched by YFP in all the proteins (Fig 18, Table 6). 

On the other hand, in the presence of FNI 1-9 the CFP fluorescence isn’t quenched by 

YFP and the CFP fluorescence is higher and YFP fluorescence is lower than it is for the 

emission spectra without FNI 1-9 (Fig. 18 and Table 6). This is true for all the proteins 

except FNIII 2∆CC’EFG (Fig. 18e and Table 6). This shows that FNI 1-9 interacts with 

FNIII 2 ß strands ABC.   

 If we assume that the disordered A strand retains a tendency to extend along the 

domain, this places the N terminus on the opposite side of the domain from the C 

terminus, as in all folded FNIII domains.  In this case FNIII 2∆G and FNIII 2∆EFG have 

the C-terminus CFP on the same side as that of the N- terminus YFP. On the other hand, 

FNIII 2∆FG has them on the opposite sides (Fig. 19b). The emission ratio for FNIII 2∆FG, 

in the absence of 70 kDa, is lower than the rest of the deletion mutants consistent with 

the placement of the donor/acceptor pair on opposite ends (Table 6). FNIII 2∆CC’EFG 

has the highest emission ratio (Fig. 19c and e), probably because it is completely 

disordered and flexible.  
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Figure 18: Emission spectra of YFP/CFP in the presence (dotted line) and the 

absence (solid line) of 70 kDa for (a) FNIII 2∆G, (b) FNIII 2∆FG, (c) FNIII 2∆EFG, (d) 

FNIII 2∆C’EFG and (e) FNIII 2∆CC’EFGG 
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Table 6: Emission ratio (the emission fluorescence intensity of YFP at 528 nm/ 

the emission fluorescence intensity of CFP at 475 nm) from FRET studies of FNIII 

2∆G and its deletion mutants. 

Protein Emission Ratio 
FNIII 2∆G 2.13 

FNIII 2∆G + 70 kDa 0.8 
FNIII 2∆FG 1.87 

FNIII 2∆FG + 70 kDa 0.63 
FNIII 2∆EFG 2.06 

FNIII 2∆EFG + 70 kDa 0.83 
FNIII 2∆C’EFG 2.09 

FNIII 2∆C’EFG + 70 kDa 0.75 
FNIII 2∆CC’EFGG 2.54 

FNIII 2∆CC’EFG + 70 kDa 2.2 
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Figure 19: FRET constructs with YFP/CFP as the donor/acceptor pair in (a) FNIII 2ΔG, (b) FNIII 2ΔFG, (c) FNIII 2ΔEFG, (d) FNIII 
2ΔCEFG and (e) FNIII 2ΔC’CEFG 
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4.3 Discussion 

The FRET study presented here is a qualitative study showing the interaction between 

FNI 1-9 (70 kDa) and FNIII 2∆C’EFG, the shortest deletion mutant of FNIII 2∆G. This 

mutant is about 40 amino acids long (the same length as an FNBR) and could bind at 

least four FNI domains by the tandem beta zipper mechanism. A parallel study 

conducted to find the smallest number of FNI 1-9 domains needed for interacting with 

FNIII 2∆CC’EFG would help narrow down the location of an FN-FN interaction.  

 We propose a mechanism by which FNI 1-9 interacts with destabilized FNIII 2. Deletion 

of strands from FNIII 2 destabilizes the domain, so that the active peptide, strands ABC, 

is more often disordered and exposed. However, if FNIII 2 is indeed the binding partner 

for 70 kDa, it needs to unfold in the context of the full-length domain in the FN molecule 

in the matrix. This poses an apparent contradiction, since my thiol labeling studies show 

that FNIII 2 is an extremely stable domain, with negligible spontaneous unfolding.  Also 

mechanical unfolding studies by atomic force microscopy (56) showed FNIII 2 to be one 

of the most stable FNIII domains to stretch.  Resolving this apparent contradiction, and 

confirming binding interaction of FNI 1-9 to FNIII 2, may require new experimental 

directions. 
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4.4 Material and Methods 

4.4.1 FRET constructs and their purification 

Deletion mutants of FNIII 2∆G for the FRET studies were made by mutagenesis 

of the plasmid containing the FNIII 2∆G inserted between mYPet and mECFP*, obtained 

from Ohashi et al (51). The mutagenesis was performed using specific primers designed 

to sequentially delete strands from FNIII 2∆G.  The sequence of the FRET construct is 

MGSSHHHHHHSSGLVPRGSHMggrM- VSK . . . (mYPet) . . . ELYKts(FNIII 2∆G, FNIII 

2∆FG, FNIII 2∆EFG, FNIII 2∆C’EFG, FNIII 2∆CC’EFG )gtMVSK . . . (mECFP*) . . . 

ELYKggr (the mYPet and mECFP* sequences are underlined). These constructs were 

transformed into E. coli C41 (DE3) and induced overnight at 18 °C and purified using 

standard procedures (51). The concentrations of the FRET constructs were estimated 

from the absorbance of mECFP* at 433 nm using the extinction coefficient 23,500 M
-1 cm

-1
 

4.4.2 FRET assay 

Individual FNIII 2∆G and the other FNIII 2∆G deletion mutants were added to 

phosphate buffered saline (1.4 mM KH2PO4, 0.14 M NaCl, 2.5 mM KCl, 5 mM NaH2PO4, 

pH 7.2) so that the final concentration of protein was 1 µM. FNI 1-9 was added, where 

indicated, to a final concentration of 2 µM and samples were incubated for 1 hour before 

the emission spectra were recorded. For the FRET measurements, the mECFP* was 

excited at 477 nm with an emission and excitation slit width of 3 nm and the emission 

spectrum was recorded from 440 – 620 nm. These experiments were performed in 
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triplicate. The emission ratio was calculated by dividing the emission fluorescence 

intensity of YFP at 528 nm by the emission fluorescence intensity of CFP at 475 nm.  
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Appendix A 
The data showing DTNB reaction with a buried Cys by monitoring the 

absorbance of the TNB- (OD 412 nm) as a function of time is represented by the figures 

with multiple colored curves. The different colors indicate the urea concentration used. 

The black dotted lines in these figures represent the fit achieved by using Mathematica.  

Domains FNIII 3C (Fig. 22), FNIII 6C (Fig. 23), FNIII 7 (Fig. 24), FNIII 11C (Fig. 27), FNIII 

12C (Fig. 28), irisin (Fig. 29), and TNfn3 (Fig. 30) were fit using the global unfolding 

model (Model 1, Eq. 3.11). FNIII 2C (Fig. 21) and FNIII 9C (Fig. 25) were fit using the 

model involving both LSFs and global unfolding (Model 2, Eq. 3.13)  and FNIII 10C was 

fit using the model involving subglobal and global unfolding (Model 3, Eq. 3.14). Fitting 

of FNIII 1C (Fig. 20) resulted in no reasonable fit.  

The Trp fluorescence data is separate from the SX data and it is fit using Eq. 3.10. 

The fits in these figures are also represented by black dotted lines. 
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Figure 20: (a) Kinetics of labeling the buried Cys in FNIII I668C by manual 

spectrophotometer (0-3 M) and stopped-flow (4,5 and 8 M). Fitting of this data didn’t 

result in a reasonable fit (b) Ratio of the fluorescence at 350 nm/320 nm as a function 

of urea. 
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Figure 21: (a) Kinetics of labeling the buried Cys in FNIII 2C by (a) manual 

spectrophotometer and (b) stopped-flow. This data was fit to Model 2 (Eq. 3.13)  

involving LSFs and global unfolding. (c) Ratio of the fluorescence at 350 nm/320 nm 

as a function of urea. 
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Figure 22: Kinetics of labeling the buried Cys in FNIII 3C by (a) manual 

spectrophotometer and (b) stopped-flow. (c) Ratio of the fluorescence at 350 nm/320 

nm as a function of urea 
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Figure 23: Kinetics of labeling the buried Cys in FNIII 6C by (a) manual 

spectrophotometer and (b) stopped-flow. (c) Ratio of the fluorescence at 350 nm/320 

nm as a function of urea 
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Figure 24: Kinetics of labeling the buried Cys in FNIII 7 by (a) manual 

spectrophotometer and (b) stopped-flow. (c) Ratio of the fluorescence at 350 nm/ 320 

nm as a function of urea 
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Figure 25: Kinetics of labeling the buried Cys in FNIII 9C by (a) manual 

spectrophotometer and (b) stopped-flow. This data was fit to Model 2 (Eq. 3.13)  

involving LSFs and global unfolding.  (c) Ratio of the fluorescence at 350 nm/320 nm 

as a function of urea. 
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Figure 26: Kinetics of labeling the buried Cys in FNIII 10C by (a) manual 

spectrophotometer and (b) stopped-flow. This data was fit to Model 3 (Eq. 3.14)  

involving sub global and global unfolding.  (c) Ratio of the fluorescence at 350 nm/320 

nm as a function of urea 
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Figure 27: (a) Kinetics of labeling the buried Cys in FNIII11C by stopped-flow. 

(b) Ratio of the fluorescence at 350 nm/320 nm as a function of urea 
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Figure 28: Kinetics of labeling the buried Cys in FNIII 12C by (a) manual 

spectrophotometer and (b) stopped-flow. (c) Ratio of the fluorescence at 350 nm/320 

nm as a function of urea 
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Figure 29: Kinetics of labeling the buried Cys in Irisin by (a) manual 

spectrophotometer and (b) stopped-flow. (c) Ratio of the fluorescence at 350 nm/320 

nm as a function of urea. 
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Figure 30: Kinetics of labeling the buried Cys in TNfn3 by (a) manual 

spectrophotometer and (b) stopped-flow. (c) Ratio of the fluorescence at 350 nm/320 

nm as a function of urea 
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Table 7: Kinetic regimes spanned by the labeling data for different FNIII 

domains at different urea concentrations.  

Kinetic Regime Urea concentration (M) 
2C 3C 6C 7 9C 10C 11C 12C Irisin TNfn3 

EX2 0-1  - - 0 - 0-8 - - - - 
EXX 2-6  0-3  0-6 1-4 - - 0-1 0-1.5 0-2 0-1 
EX1 - - - 4.5-5 0-4  -  2-5 3-5 2-4 
Free Cys  8  4-8  8 8 8 - 2-8 8 8 8 
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